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(Senate, No. 758 of 1963)

Ordered, That the Legislative Research Council be directed to investigate and
study the subject matter of current senate document numbered 363, requiring
trading stamp companies to redeem trading stamps of other such companies,
and current house document numbered 2764, providing for an investigation
and study by a special commission of the rules and regulations governing the
issuance of trading stamps and other matters relating thereto, and to file the
results of its statistical research and fact-finding with the clerk of the senate
not later than the first day of June in the current year.

Adopted:
By the Senate, June 21, 1963
By the House of Representatives,

in concurrence, June 25, 1963

Note: The time for filing this report was deferred to not later than the last
Wednesday of April, 1964.

ORDER AUTHORIZING STUDY
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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.

GENTLEMEN: The Legislative Research Council submits
herewith a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau
relative to the issuance and redemption of trading stamps, on the
basis of Senate No. 758 of 1963, directing the Council to study
the provisions of (a), Senate, No. 363 of 1963, a bill requiring trad-
ing stamp companies to redeem trading stamps of other such com-
panies, and (b), House, No. 2764, a resolve providing for a study
by a special commission of the issuance of trading stamps and other
related matters.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by statute to “statis-
tical research and fact-finding.” This report therefore contains
factual material only, without recommendations or legislative pro-
posals. It does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the under-
signed members of the Council.

Respectfully submitted,
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE

RESEARCH COUNCIL
Sen. MAURICE A. DONAHUE,

Cha
Rep. JOHN J. TYNAN of Boston,

Vice Chair.

Sen. NEWLAND H. HOLMES of
Norfolk and Plymouth

Rep. STEPHEN T. CHMURA of Holyoke
Rep. JAMES F. CONDON of Boston
Rep. SIDNEY Q. CURTISS of Sheffield
Rep. WALLACE B. CRAWFORD of Pittsfield
Rep. HAROLD L. DOWER of Athol
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES



To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

GENTLEMEN: By joint order, Senate, No. 758 of 1963, the
Legislative Research Council was directed to study regulations
governing the trading stamp industry, and a special proposal to re-
quire trading stamp companies to redeem stamps of other such
companies (Senate, No. 363 of 1963).

The Legislative Research Bureau submits such a report herewith.
Its scope and content are determined by statutory provisions which
limit Bureau output to factual reports without recommendations.

The preparation of this document was the primary responsibility
of Robert D. Webb, a member of the Bureau staff.

Respectfully submitted,
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

TO THE

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

HERMAN C. LOEFFLER,
Director, Legislative Research Bureau
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Trading stamps have been in use since the turn of the 20th cen-
tury although their widespread adoption is a comparatively recent
phenomenon. A few fraudulent operations seriously handicapped
the trading stamp business in its formative period but disreputable
operators were eliminated and a fairly stable industry established.

Today, the industry’s operations are concerned principally with
food stores; gasoline stations, hardware stores and variety stores
are among the next most important customers. The rapid growth
of the stamp industry in recent years is traced directly to the de-
velopment of the supermarket in the nineteen fifties with its shop-
ping center satellites. Although there are indications that this spec-
tacular growth has reached a levelling off period, it is believed by
many that stamps are firmly rooted in the marketing picture and
have become a permanent feature of retailing.

More than 400 stamp companies compete for the retailer’s favor
but only a handful dominate the industry. Locally, stamp sales in
Massachusetts amount to about $3O million annually, with 21 com-
panies registered to do business. Nationally, stamp sales now
amount to about $950 million annually, with over 260,000 retail
stores distributing them. More than eight out of every ten Ameri-
can families are estimated to save stamps.

Bosis of System
Three parties are essential to the operation of the system: The

stamp company, the retailer and the consumer. Companies license
retail businessmen who distribute stamps to retail purchasers. Re-
tailers acquire a stamp plan with the hope of increasing sales vol-
ume; the largest trading stamp company estimates that retailers
must increase their sales by about 12% to make stamps pay as a
method of sales promotion. Average costs of the plan to the re-
tailer vary from 2 to 3 percent of sales, depending on the nature of
the business and the individual stamp company. Large quantity

(Tip.' dnmnunmu'alllj nf HJajaaarljuiii’lljQ
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purchasers of stamps obtain volume discounts. Consumers who
patronize stamp stores are virtually forced to save stamps because
if they do not, they forfeit the benefits of redemption.

Certain features are basic to a successful stamp plan. Among
them are (a) consumer accumulation of stamps, which provides a
continuity of patronage; (b) the premium award or so-called lure;
(c) an exclusive area for each type of retailer so that consumer
demand will be directed to a particular store; (d) a stamp for each
small purchase to encourage repeat sales, (e) various non-compet-
ing stores in the same area distributing the same stamp, thereby
speeding up the accumulation of stamps by savers.

Several different types of operation within the stamp industry
are described in the report. The best known of these is the inde-
pendent stamp company which licenses various retailers to use
its stamps, and which operates its own redemption centers from
which consumers obtain their premium rewards.

Trading Stamp Companies in Massachusetts
Twenty-one stamp companies are registered to do business in

Massachusetts. Eleven of these, including all the major companies,
responded to a questionnaire seeking information that would reflect
their impact on the Commonwealth’s economy.

Their statistics for 1963 indicate that these 11 stamp companies
purchased $14.5 million of goods from Massachusetts manu-
facturers, and paid the following charges: $3.5 million in w 7ages to
Massachusetts employees; $1.7 million to transport goods in Massa-
chusetts; $0.95 million in rents to Massachusetts landlords; and
$0.34 million in Massachusetts taxes.

Nearly 1,300 Massachusetts residents were employed, and 104
redemption centers and two major warehouses were in operation.
Information on advertising expenses in Massachusetts was in-
complete but a conservative estimate puts it over a million dollars
annually.

Pros and Cons

Arguments Favorable to Stamps

Advocates of trading stamp plans hold that the economic ad-
vantages that flow from their use under favorable conditions justify
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the trading stamp as a sound trade promotion device. Before the
saturation point, when substantially all retail outlets of the given
industry in any one area are using stamps, the resultant gains

better expense ratios, advertising gains, conservation of managerial
efforts, more even distribution of sales during the week, sales
stimulation that lasts over a longer period and less fluctuation in
sales. Finally, the consumer gains from the choice merchandise

* I received when he redeems his stamps.

Arguments Against Stamps

Among weaknesses pointed out by critics of stamp plans, the
most frequently mentioned is their high cost, 2 to 3% of sales.
This cost increases almost prohibitively the expenses of food and
other retail businesses engaged in tightly competitive operations.
Where sales do not increase, critics argue, stores may have to in-
crease prices. Moreover, even though stamps may be successful
initially, the increase in sales will be neutralized as competitors
adopt them.

Many critics emphasize that trading stamps, once used, are
difficult to discontinue even though the desire to give them up is
real. They stress that many stores then make stamps, rather than
the value of products offered, the dominant attraction to the cus-
tomer. The consumer is under an illusion of getting something
for nothing, or of obtaining a bargain by being thrifty and shopping
at stamp stores. In short, conclude the critics, consumers are
seduced into uneconomic behavior under the lure of premiums
received in stamp redemption.

Most of these alleged disadvantages are, however, contingent on
other factors which are discussed at length in an extended study
by Prof. Vredenberg of Indiana University which is reviewed in the
main text of this report.

In addition to such general criticism of stamp plans, special
specific criticisms also are made. These deal, for example, with
failure of stamp companies to honor exclusive area agreements,
high prices of premiums and dissatisfaction with redemption
policies. Some companies have failed, leaving consumers with

in sales may range from about 10 to 35%, and average about 20%.
Other major benefits are said to include improved profit ratios,
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worthless stamps; in certain of these cases, however, the larger
companies have redeemed these stamps voluntarily to protect the
reputation of the industry.

General Observations

Four principal economic issues have developed which are dis-
cussed at length in the text. They are (1) the price issue which
is concerned with whether stamps cause higher prices, (2) the
delusion issue, with whether the stamp saver is deluded into pay-
ing more for a premium article than if it were purchased directly
at retail prices; (3) the permanency issue, with whether merchants
and consumers are “locked in” once they join the stamp move-
ment; and (4) the parasite issue, with whether stamp companies
are mere middlemen who take advantage of both retailers and
consumers without making any contribution of their own.

With respect to the price issue, there is some evidence and au-
thoritative opinion that stamps are a causal factor in price in-
creases. However, it cannot be conclusively stated that stamps
are a dominant factor in reported price increases. At best the
evidence points to them as a contributing factor that must be
weighed against the redemption value of the stamps.

As to the delusion charge, most consumers seem to want stamps
even though many purchasers willingly concede that they may be
paying higher prices to get them. Retailers of course risk declining
profits if the stamps do not do an adequate job for them.

On the third, “permanency” issue, no merchant is compelled to
continue indefinitely with a stamp program that does not live up
to his hopes. Moreover, there is abundant evidence that many
merchants have dropped stamps when it became clear that they
could compete more effectively without them. Serious students of
trading stamps concur that stamps are not the dominant motive
of the average shopper, and that if a merchant’s offering is in-
ferior to his competitors, trading stamps are not going to help
him. All three major factors of price, service and location are still
the key to success in merchandising.

As to the fourth and final issue, available evidence can be used
both to support and attack the proposition that stamp companies
are parasitic. As has been stated above, they may cause con-
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sumers to pay a little extra in prices, or retailers to accept a little
less in profits. But it also can be shown that consumers receive re-
demption premiums, that retailers expand sales, and that the entire
economy is stimulated by stamp operations.

In short, it may be reasonably concluded that trading stamps
are neither the outstanding promotion device that ardent advo-
cates claim them to be, nor the consumer-retailer evil charged by
their most severe detractors. In any case, the General Court, in
weighing the merits of any proposal that would have a substantial
effect upon the industry, must surely take into consideration vari-
ous important economic activities that stamps generate in Massa-
chusetts.

Legal Aspects

Among the 50 states, only Kansas prohibits the issuance of
stamps with sale of merchandise. The two states of Wisconsin
and Wyoming permit stamp redemption only in cash not mer-
chandise; the effect on the state of Washington is similar in that
a heavy license tax is levied on stores issuing stamps redeemable
in merchandise. In several other states various statutory restric-
tions are in effect designed to protect consumers.

As may well be expected in so controversial an area, trading
stamp litigation has been occurring in Massachusetts for more than
60 years. From the start, however, the courts of the Common-
wealth have consistently protected the trading stamp companies’
right to do business. Every effort by stamp opponents to prohibit
or curtail trading stamp operations has been defeated. The Su-
preme Court of the United States ruled in 1917 that the trading
stamp business could be prohibited by state law without violating
the due process and equal protection clause of the Federal Consti-
tution. Nevertheless, Massachusetts, along with the vast ma-
jority of other states declined to follow the federal court’s
reasoning. Except for a handful of state cases decided shortly
after the federal holding, state court decisions in relevant cases have
almost all rejected the federal view and have struck down prohibi-
tive or discriminatory legislation directed at trading stamps, A
single recent exception is the adverse decision for trading stamps
in the Wyoming courts.
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The view of the Massachusetts court in a leading stamp case
decided in 1940 is that state regulatory powers must not cause an
arbitrary interference with business or an irrational or unnecessary
restriction. Since that decision the court appears to have expanded
its concept of the state police power. This shift may presage a
more favorable attitude by the court on some proposals aimed at
trading stamps, but it would seem certain that drastic legislation
designed solely to cripple the normal activities of the trading stamp
business would be declared unconstitutional.

Many states regulate trading stamps through the types of
statutory control described in the text. Massachusetts enacted a
model statute, copied by several other states, that requires trading
stamp companies to register and disclose certain information. Such
companies must also be bonded and must imprint values on the
face of the stamps which they issue, and must give consumers an
option to redeem, either in cash or in merchandise.

Various federal agencies have periodically reviewed the use of
trading stamps as a competitive device. Those agencies that have
expressed themselves to date apparently see nothing illegal or other-
wise offensive in stamp plans as such.

Among the various matters of legal interest involving trading
stamps, the more important include (a) exclusive franchises
granted by stamp companies (b) the effect of stamps on fair trade
laws (c) the right to transfer stamps and (d) the proposal that
unredeemed stamps should escheat to the state.

Exclusive franchises appear to be completely legal as long as they
are not exercised to violate antitrust laws. The majority of state
decisions hold that fair trade laws are not violated by issuance of
trading stamps but Massachusetts, among a minority, holds that
a reduction in the fair trade price for any purpose violates the fair
trade law.

Transferability of stamps is a complex issue that is still causing
litigation. Cases thus far decided hold that setting up as a business,
so-called “stamp exchanges” or “stamp banks,” where consumers
can exchange stamps of one company for those of another, is un-
fair competition and an interference with contract rights. Such
activities cut at the very life line of stamp company operations
and thus the companies have steadfastly opposed any effort of
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this nature. The general consensus of legal commentary on this
issue is that restraints on the transferability of stamps for business
purposes should be upheld.

Escheat to the state of the value of unredeemed stamps is like-
wise a complicated issue to discuss in brief terms. Among several
difficulties in formulating escheat legislation is the determination
of which state has the right to the property. Escheat is possible
only if the property is within the territorial jurisdiction of the
state. Since all leading stamp companies are interstate in operation,
record keeping necessary to meet jurisdictional requirements of
res and situs becomes a problem virtually impossible to overcome.
Another problem is that substantial numbers of trading stamps,
accumulated by savers over a long period of time to obtain the
more expensive premiums, cannot be considered as abandoned
property merely because they remain unredeemed. An actual es-
cheat attempt by New Jersey only a few years ago was defeated
in the courts. In addition, legislative committees that have given
serious attention to escheat proposals have concluded that as ap-
plied to trading stamps, escheat is of questionable validity and of
certain impracticably. Reflecting these attitudes is the fact that
none of the states regulating trading stamps provide for escheat
nor are unredeemed stamps subject to escheat under the escheat
laws ofany state.

Senate, No. 363 of 1963

This proposal would require all trading stamp companies doing
business in Massachusetts to redeem the stamps of other such
companies either in cash or merchandise. Consumers would be the
chief beneficiaries for such an arrangement would permit stamp
savers to fill their books faster and would allow greater freedom
on the part of the “aggressive saver” to shop without impairing
the rate of stamp accumulations.

Stamp companies however are unreservedly opposed to such legis-
lation. Their main objections are that (1) it would require each
stamp company to honor the obligations of others; (2) it would
impair the operation of stamp company contracts; (3) it would
impose an unjustifiable burden on the companies that would, in the
case of some companies, force them to cease operations in the state.
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The principle embodied in the bill was before the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court in 1893 in a case involving the validity
of a statute compelling all railroads in the Commonwealth to honor
and redeem the railroad passenger tickets issued by other rail-
roads operating in Massachusetts. That statute was struck down
as unconstitutional on the ground that its effect was to apply and
appropriate individual property to the public use, with neither
consent by, nor compensation for, the owner.

Many practical objections to the bill as cited by the stamp
companies are described in the text of the report. Most com-
panies have stated that the practical problems that would arise if
the bill were enacted are of such magnitude as to be insurmountable
for a profitable operation.

In view of past trading stamp cases in Massachusetts where the
court has warned that it will not sustain any unreasonable in-
terference with the stamp business, it would seem that the language
of the bill needs revising to meet constitutional objections.
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Senate Order, No. 758 of 1963, reprinted on the inside of the
front cover of this report, directed the Legislative Research Coun-
cil to study and report on the subject matter of two legislative
proposals related to trading stamps and trading stamp companies.
The first of these two proposals is Senate, No. 363 of 1963, which
would require trading stamp companies doing business in Massa-
chusetts to redeem the trading stamps of other trading stamp com-
panies. The second proposal, House, No. 2764 of 1963, is a resolve
providing for a special commission to study (1) “the rules and
regulations governing the issuance of trading stamps,” (2) “the
method of selecting the stores and businesses authorized to issue
various stamps,” and (3) “other matters relating thereto.”

The broad scope of the subject matter of the latter proposal,
House, No. 2764, requires a general examination of both legal and
economic aspects of trading stamp company activities. On the
other hand, the former proposal, Senate, No. 363, is concerned
primarily with redemption aspects involving questions of consti-
tutional law that must be discussed to make clear its consequences.

In this report, attention is therefore first directed at economic
aspects of the trading stamp business in general. This initial text
discusses operations of the industry and the effects of the business
on various factors in the economy. The second part of the report
reviews state and federal law. There has been an abundance of
litigation involving trading stamps over the past half century.
Important statutory developments and the trend of judicial deci-
sions are analyzed. Massachusetts statutory and case law are
treated at length with final emphasis placed on the provisions of
Senate, No. 363.

TRADING STAMPS

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

Origin of Study

Scope of Study
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The substantial amount of literature on the trading stamp in-
dustry is indicated in part, by the accompanying bibliography in
this report. Much of that material, however, is drawn from a few
basic studies, including two reports which emphasize food market-
ing, namely, Vredenburg’s Trading Stamps, (published by Indiana
University in 1956), and Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing
Policy, edited by Haring and Yoder (published by Indiana Univer-
sity in 1958). Trading stamps in the retail gasoline market are
discussed in a report of 1959 published by the State University of
lowa.

Among specially useful reports by state legislative committees,
mention should be made of a California Assembly report of 1959,
the Michigan select committee reports of 1958-1962, and the New
York joint committee report of 1960 (for titles see bibliography).
Finally, a number of good law review articles are available which
vary considerably in their coverage.

No major report on the economics of trading stamps has ap-
peared since stamps began saturating the food marketing busi-
ness. However, several periodicals have carried commentaries on
recent developments and this report uses pertinent extracts or
digests from that source.

Historical Development 1

Although the great increase in the volume of trading stamp
sales is a very recent phenomenon on the American scene, their
use as a promotional device dates back more than two generations.
They originated with the older premium coupon arrangement un-
der which individual manufacturers gave coupons in connection
with the sale of their products, to be later exchanged for mer-
chandise. Perhaps the earliest such development was the B. T.
Babbit Company’s issuance of coupons with its soap products in
1851.

CHAPTER 11. BACKGROUND OF THE TRADING
STAMP BUSINESS

1 For a detailed discussion, see Vredenburg, Trading Stamps, Indiana Univer-
sity Business Report, No. 21 (1956).
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Trading stamps as we know them apparently first appeared in
Milwaukee in 1891 at Schuster’s Department Store, under the name
of Blue Trading Stamps. A few years later this idea, then limited
to Schuster’s, was expanded into the establishment of a trading
stamp company as an independent business by the founding of
the Sperry and Hutchinson Company in 1896.

The plan, introduced in New England, was an immediate suc-
cess. As the numbers of retailers using the stamps rapidly in-
creased, other stamp companies were formed. Some of these com-
panies were frauds and merely sold stamps without intent to re-
deem them. They would disappear as books of stamps were pre-
sented for redemption by purchasers of goods. Their operations
were a serious handicap to the legitimate stamp companies in the
early days of the industry. But gradually disreputable aspects were
curtailed and a stable industry was established relatively free from
such unethical practices.

Certain types of business are highly susceptible to public de-
mand for stamps and to the arguments of stamp salesmen,
while other types are virtually immune. Thus, grocery stores are
almost always the major customers of the stamp companies in
volume of sales. Gasoline stations along with hardware and var-
iety stores, also make up a large clientele in stamp plans.

The growth of the stamp industry has been phenomenal over the
past decade, partly because of the adoption of stamp plans by su-
permarkets. Food stores now dispense more trading stamps than
any other group of retailers. Before the decade of the fifties, inde-
pendent grocers were the principal stamp customers in the food
business. In 1951, however, a Denver supermarket started using
stamps with very satisfactory results. Since then, supermarkets
have rapidly increased their use of stamp plans Which has brought
the aforementioned exceptional growth to the stamp industry.

The reason for this changed supermarket attitude is the highly
competitive nature of the food business. 1 The advent of the super-

Expansion in the Nineteen-Fifties

1 See Vredenburg’s "From First Stamp to Major Industry” in Trading Stamp
Practice and Pricing Policy. Ed. Haring and Yoder. Indiana University
Business Report No. 27 (1958).
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market spurred such rapid construction of related facilities that
their total capacity exceeded need. Fixed costs of supermarket
operation increased and made a larger sales volume about the only
practical method of meeting those costs. In the case of some
grocers only a slight drop in sales volume will transform a small
but a satisfactory profit margin into a deficit. Some marketing tool
had to be found to expand sales volume without increasing fixed
operating costs, and the trading stamp was seized upon for that
purpose.

Another factor which contributed to the increasing volume of
trading stamps is that so many retailers in all classifications, es-
pecially grocery stores and gasoline stations, were so much alike
in their appeals to customers. Their prices are almost identical,
their inventories are so largely made up of the same national
brands and many stores provide nearly the same parking facilities.
Given this small degree of difference between competing stores a
single extra feature can attract the patronage of a large number of
shoppers. And in such a market, retailers are forced to seek new
ways merely to retain existing patronage. To serve both ends the
trading stamp came into increasing use.

In short, the decline in the distinctiveness of price appeal and
the inability of supermarket managements to exploit price ad-
vantages in order to win new customers from service stores were
leading factors in the start of the stamp wave of the fifties.

Another factor cited to explain the rising volume of stamps is
the recent long period of sustained prosperity. 1 The use of stamps
dipped to their lowest ebb in the middle 1930’s when price was
more essential than service and other fringe luxuries to make
sales under depression conditions. World War II killed many of
the weaker stamp plans when goods became so scarce that re-
tailers could sell whatever they could get without any artificial
incentives. Catching up with the supplies needed to satisfy the
backlog demand in the post war period gave even strong stamp
companies scanty pickings for a while. But when essential com-
modities became plentiful, the attention of retailers turned to
promotional methods such as stamp companies had to offer.

1 Beem, “Who Profits From Trading Stamps?” Harvard Business Review,
Nov.-Dee. 1957.
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Yet another factor is the expanded trading area of the food
store. Big stores today compete with various types of sales out-
lets in districts covering a several mile radius, including smaller
neighborhood markets, localized service stores, specialty food
stores, and other big markets. Such individual stores Can ex-
pand sales substantially if they can take only a little patronage
from this multiplicity of competitors.

While stamps are now generally conceded to be a dominant
promotional tool, many merchants ask how long will they stay
there? Or are stamps merely riding the crest of a prosperous
business “cycle”? Are they, as many Observers feel, here to stay
as a permanent feature of retailing? While the “bloom may be
off the rose in the trading stamp field” with some food merchants, 1

the “romance of the stamps”, i.e., the urge of the housewife to
save them, is far from ended. As Will be seen in succeeding
chapters, the enchantment of the consumer with trading stamps
often defies reason and logic.

Scape and Nature of the Present Industry

Estimating the size of the trading stamp industry in volume
of retail sales is difficult. More than 400 companies are in the
field, many of them operating in restricted areas. However, the
giants of the industry control most of the sales, and reasonably
accurate estimates of total sales have therefore been made by
researchers in business and banking houses.

Thus a market research poll taken in 1961, indicated that 40
million, or 76%, of all 53 million American families, were stamp
savers.3 In the following year, this figure jumped to 45.9 million,
or 85%, of all 54.6 million American families. 3

In 1959 the Wall Street Journal reported that for purchases of
$7OO million, retailers circulated the astronomical number of 275
billion stamps, provided by over 200 stamp companies. Three years
later another source reported that $BOO million worth of goods

1 According to an assessment in Progressive Grocer, quoted in Advertising
Age, Sept. 16, 1963.

2 Trading Stamps. Staff Report, South Dakota Legislative Research Council.
1962.

3 NewYork Times, May 19, 1963.
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at list prices were redeemed in that year and that 375 billion
stamps had been issued by 300 stamp companies to American con-
sumers. 1 In 1963, sales again rose to $B7O million, and a further
growth to $950 million is expected this year.2 Sales figures in
Massachusetts were estimated at about $3O million for 1962, on
the basis of combined total sales of six leading stamp companies.
Nationally, the 1963 sales of Sperry & Hutchinson Company ran
5% ahead of 1962, and another 50 redemption stores will be added
this year to its total of 850. Two years ago one authority op-
timistically predicted a $2 billion business in 1964 for the in-
dustry;3 a more conservative estimate is that by 1970 merchandise
in excess of $1.5 billion will be redeemed annually through stamps.4

Total stamp sales gained between 15% and 20% annually from
1958 through 1962 but registered only a 5% gain in 1963. This
may presage a levelling off in the market.5 In contrast, American
companies have only recently invaded Britain where stamp sales
doubled in a single year (increasing from $11.2 million in 1962,
to $22.4 million in 1963).6 According to the Chicago Federal Re-
serve Bank the number of stores giving trading stamps increased
from 240,000 in 1960, to 260,000 in 1961.7 The same source stated
that stores giving stamps accounted for 2% of all retail sales in
the United States in 1950; rose to 10% in 1956; and to 15% in
1961.

Not only has the volume of business increased, but so has the
quality and diversity of merchandise offered when stamps are
redeemed. The companies have expanded and upgraded their
selections of premiums. Scores of new redemption centers have
been opened to display attractive quality merchandise and thereby
enhance the appeal of stamp plans. As a special feature, stamp
companies now offer for stamp redemption vacations at exclusive
resorts both here and abroad, as well as domestic and foreign

1 Time, October 26, 1962.
2 NewYork Times, January 6, 1964.
3 Estimate in 1962 by Elton F. MacDonald, founder of Plaid Stamps. In

Time, May 25, 1962, p. 80.
4 New York Times, July 14, 1963.
5 Newsweek, March 18, 1963.
6 New York Times. Sept. 15, 1963.
1 Cited in Staff Report of South Dakota Legislative Research Council, supra.
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tours. Attractive catalogues are bound to spur most housewives to
save stamps.

Only 21 trading stamp companies were registered in 1963 with
the Treasurer of the Commonwealth as required by statute (G.L.
c. 93, ss. 14L-R). The surprising extent of business done by the
major stamp companies and their effect on the Massachusetts
economy are indicated in Chapter IV.

A trading stamp system operates with three essential parties,
the trading stamp company, the retailer, and the consumer. A
wide variety of practices are in effect throughout the industry.

a. The Trading Stamp Company. Such companies license busi-
nessmen and retailers, for the most part, to distribute their
trading stamps to consumers. Profits stem primarily from stamp
company purchases of goods at wholesale prices and “selling”
them for stamps at a merchandise value of “list” prices in stamp
redemption catalogues. In addition to these regular profits, critics
assert that “windfall” profits occur because many stamps remain
unredeemed. Stamp companies deny such windfall profits because
they adjust for this factor in the competitive determination of
merchandise redemption catalogue prices.

Various company plans are in effect whereby stamps may be
redeemed. Some companies maintain their own redemption cen-
ters. Others redeem by mail from inventories in their own ware-
houses. Still other companies redeem instead through contractual
arrangements with independent distributors.

As to company ownership, some stamp companies are essen-
tially a one man operation. Others are substantial independent
corporations. Yet others are wholly owned subsidiaries of gro-
cery chains, which are in turn the chief distributors of the parent
grocery chain stamps.

Some companies operate wholly locally. Others are regional or
national in the distribution of their stamps.

To launch a trading stamp company successfully the secret has
been either to identify the company with a retailing organization

Three Essential Parties

CHAPTER m. BASIS OF THE TRADING STAMP BUSINESS
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already established on a regional or national basis, or to persuade
a suitable group of non-competing merchants in a trading area
to take on the stamp so that consumers can fill their books within
a reasonably short period.

There appears to be a minimum size for successful operation,
and association of a merchant with a weak trading stamp com-
pany may actually be a liability to him. Some observers believe
that if the trading stamp continues its current appeal as a promo-
tional device, a reduction in the number of stamp companies is
likely by liquidation, consolidation or merger.1

b. The Retailer. Stamps are distributed to consumers by re-
tailers whose license agreements with stamp companies authorize
them to issue a company stamp to customers, usually one for
each ten cent purchase. The intense competition in the retail
food business also motivates stamp “bonus” days when an extra
number of stamps are issued to stimulate purchases of certain prod-
ucts, or greater sales volume on “slow shopping” days.

The prime attraction of a stamp plan to retailers is their hope
and prospect of increasing sales volume. It has been reported
that the first retailer in an area to use trading stamps typically
enjoys an increase of at least 25% sales volume.2 One observer
states that this increase may be expanded to from 30% to 50%
in six months by the initial user.3 But this is only temporary.
Competition by competing stamp plans within the trading area
will gradually reduce or offset this advantage. To recover the
cost of trading stamps to him, a retailer must increase his sales
volume about 12% (discussed below) 4

Some retailers find that trading stamps more than meet their
expectations. But many discovered that their hopes are disap-
pointed. In the latter case it was probably inevitable that their
competitive positions could not be improved with a single pro-
motional device, given their combination of merchandise and

1 Report of the New York Joint Legislative Committee on Commerce &

Economic Development. “Trading Stamps and the Public Interest. Leg.
Doc. #79 (1960).

2 Brian Strum, ‘‘Trading Stamps”, N. Y. Univ. L. Rev. Dec. 1962.
3 Richard Hammar, “Will Trading Stamps Stick”, Fortune Aug. 1960.
4 Strum, op. cit.
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service which has failed to attract an adequate number of cus-
tomers without stamps. 1

Should the retailer wish to abandon the stamp plan rather than
raise his prices, he is still in a difficult position. Once his cus-
tomers have begun to save stamps they will not want to stop
before they have acquired stamps in adequate quantity for prac-
tical redemption.

c. The Consumer. The status of the consumer, the object of
all this activity, is puzzling. Many consumers are convinced they
are paying higher prices at stamp stores. On the other hand, many
of them are either convinced that prices are not higher, or that
premium stamp benefits more than offset the increase. Still others
are not sure either way but continue to patronize stamp stores
for various reasons.

Ironically, the average housewife, who constitutes the largest
class of stamp savers, is virtually forced to save stamps. For
if she does not, the buyer who shops at the same store and does
save stamps Will be paying lower prices than she does.2 To attain
the lowest prices, she simply must collect stamps. Moreover, it is
argued, she must choose stores issuing the same kinds of stamps
because it is unprofitable for most people to save more than one
or two types of stamps.

Retailers, of course, try to take advantage of the desire of the
housewife for more and more “free” luxury goods to increase
the number of their regular patrons. Thus, it is not uncommon
for the consumer to be subjected to as much promotional effort
spent on the attractions of the stamp premium as is spent on the
attractions of the merchandise being offered for sale.

Whether or not the consumer is shrewd enough to extract the
best offerings from both stamp and non-stamp stores has been
studied. The findings cast doubt on the impression that stamps
are a lure that no housewife can resist. The effects of stamps on
consumer habits and consumer attitudes are discussed further
below.

1 Haring and Yoder, Trading Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy, Indiana
University, 1957.

2 Strum, supra.
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Basic Features of the System
The predominant stamp plans in the industry operate similarly.

As analyzed by Vredenburg1 each of them has the basic features
discussed below: (a) consumer accumulation of stamps, thus
providing a continuity of patronage; (b) a premium reward; (c)
an exclusive area for each type of retailer; (d) a stamp for every
small purchase; (e) large groups of non-competing stores giving
the same stamp; (f) use of the stamp as a discount for cash; (g)
a known cost related to sales; (fa) prompt redemption.

a) Stamp Accumulation. This feature makes continued patron-
age essential if premiums are to be earned.

b) Premium. This feature is the reward to the consumer for
continued patronage. The reason is that the small value of in-
dividual stamps requires the consumer to acquire many times
the number of stamps usually obtained from single purchases.

c) Trading Area. An exclusive area is essential because the
great asset of trading stamps is their ability to direct consumer
demand to a particular store. This is very important since stamp
plans are basically a competitive device.

d) Stamps for Small Purchases. This feature is vital for en-
couraging repeat sales. The most popular ratio is one stamp for
each ten cents of purchase.

e) Same Stamp from Non-Competing Stores. This feature en-
hances the value of the stamp to each store in a non-competing
group of stores. Individual customers fill up their stamp books
more rapidly by patronizing a number of participating retailers.

f) Stamps as Cash Discounts. This feature is still a part of
some stamp plans. In practice, however, few companies restrict
the use of stamps in this way.

g) Known Stamp Prices. This feature concerns stamp prices
which are usually quoted in quantities of 5,000 unit pads. Among
stamp companies such prices range from $lO per pad at volume
prices, to $l5 per pad for single pads. Thus, the retailer normally
pays from 2 to 3 percent of sales for stamps.

1 Vredenburg, “How Stamp Plans Work”, Trading Stamp Practice and Price
Policy ed. Haring & Yoder.
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The stamp companies supply the premium catalogs, the saver
books and the premiums for redemption. In addition, most of
them provide advertising assistance.

The value of a stamp program is influenced by the type of re-
demption plan and the type of retail store. Many types occur in
the trading stamp industry.

a. Redemptions Through Retailers. One method of handling
redemptions is to permit the stores that issue stamps to redeem
them with merchandise from their regular stock. Another com-
mon method is to display in the stores some of the stamp com-
pany’s premiums. The merchandise is owned by the stamp com-
pany, but the store provides the space and personnel for redemption
operations. Another retailer plan is to make all redemptions in
cash; a consumer usually receives in cash from 10 to 20% less
than the value in merchandise.

b. Redemptions Through Company Facilities. The most popu-
lar method of consumer redemption of stamps is in separate com-
pany operated redemption centers. Much like a retail store, con-
sumers pay for stamp merchandise with trading stamps instead
of cash. For those consumers situated in areas without these
centers premiums are sent to customers by mail. Sometimes an
important retail store handles redemptions for the company on a
contract basis, perhaps because the stamp company may own an
interest in the retail store which is used as a redemption center.
Some companies, especially the smaller ones, make redemptions
exclusively by mail.

Independent Company. The most common type of organization
for the sale of stamps to retailers is a separate corporation or
company. Such an independent stamp company buys and stocks
the supplies required by a stamp business, maintains a sales force
and promotes business for a profit Stockholders provide the funds,
and manage the firm.

Stamp Redemption

Organizations That Distribute Trading Stamps.
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Since the cost of an independent stamp company program is
definite, and the obligations of the store are known, it is pos-
sible to adjust for the value of the premiums, the rate of redemp-
tion, and the cost of supplies and promotion in the price of the
stamps. One disadvantage of this plan is that the retailer cannot
activate other non-competing stores in the area except by per-
suading the company to solicit their participation. Without suffi-
cient participation, the retailer may be left with the cost of a
stamp that is second-rate in his area.

Another problem is control. With the independent stamp plan,
a retailer lacks absolute control of double stamp days, special
stamp promotions, or other techniques. Finally, independent com-
panies do not always maintain adequate exclusive territory for
each kind of retailer.

Store-Owned Stamp Company. The operation of such a sub-
sidiary of a retail business is similar to that of an independent
company. In most of these cases operations do not extend beyond
the market in which the retail units are located.

Cooperative Stamp Company. Such a company is organized and
operated by several merchants for their own use. Its operation is
also similar to independent companies in providing stamp service.

A trading stamp company generally has as its single major
source of revenue the sales of stamps to retailers. From this
revenue, the company must deduct various costs, including (1)
the cost of printing, warehousing and selling of the stamps; (2)
promotional and advertising costs; (3) costs of redemption, which
concerns purchase of merchandise, its warehousing, the operation
of redemption centers, and (4) general and administrative business
expenses.

A stamp company can build up sizeable cash reserves during
the time it takes consumers to accumulate and offer sufficient
stamps for redemption for premiums. Profitable investment of
such reserves can further augment company income.

Income of Stamp Companies
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By questionnaire the Legislative Research Bureau sought to
learn the scope of operations of the 21 trading stamp companies
registered to do business in the Commonwealth.

Of the 21 companies, the information received from eleven of
them is shown in the accompanying table. Fortunately the com-
panies which did not reply are not too well known and believed
to be a comparatively insignificant factor in total stamp company
operations in Massachusetts.

Among the eleven companies, the S & H green stamp company
is much the largest with a personnel of 670 employees (53% of
total), and an annual payroll of $1,566,361 (43% of total).

A reasonably accurate profile of Massachusetts trading stamp
operations may be drawn from the information made available.
As Table 1 indicates, in 1962, the eleven companies listed pur-
chased more than 14.5 million dollars worth of goods from Massa-
chusetts manufacturers, paid nearly a million dollars in rents to
Massachusetts landlords, more than a third of a million dollars in
Massachusetts taxes, nearly one and three quarter million dollars
in transportation charges in Massachusetts, and more than 3.5
million dollars in wages to Massachusetts employees.

One of the largest trading stamp plans is that of Top Value
Enterprises, Inc. whose stamps are often identified simply as “TV”.
The magnitude of its operations can be seen by figures submitted
to the Legislative Research Bureau. On a national scale the firm
has a central business office and more than 50 district offices. It
maintains 432 redemption centers, including 22 in Massachusetts,
and 9 warehouses, including a new one at Framingham, costing a
half million dollars exclusive of land value.

In its fiscal years 1962 and 1963, Top Value paid a total of
$47,654 in Massachusetts taxes. Over the same period its rental
payments for use of property in Massachusetts came to $421,900;
utility payments amounted to $67,211 and salary and wage pay-

CHAPTER IV. TRADING STAMP COMPANIES IN
MASSACHUSETTS

Top Value
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ments to its employees in Massachusetts were $1.83 million. In
the same two years it purchased $5.25 million of merchandise from
Massachusetts manufacturers, spent $1.26 million in Massachu-
setts for general expenses including over $400,000 for transporta-
tion charges to move merchandise and over $600,000 for ad-
vertising in Massachusetts. A total of $1.14 million was invested
in new construction in the Commonwealth during that time.

E. F. MacDonald Stamp Company reports that in 1962 it paid
$30,026 in Massachusetts taxes and $195,084 in rents to Massa-
chusetts landlords. Salaries to 131 Massachusetts residents
amounted to $583,403. It purchased $1,953,923 in goods from
Massachusetts’ manufacturers and paid $165,500 to move them
into its 19 redemption centers in Massachusetts.

The Sperry and Hutchinson Company is the largest and oldest
trading stamp company in the nation. It is also the largest trad-
ing stamp operation in Massachusetts. In 1962, it paid $231,806
in various taxes in Massachusetts and $360,466 in rents to Massa-
chusetts’ landlords. The 670 Massachusetts residents on its pay-
roll earned $1,556,361 in salaries and wages. Massachusetts’ manu-
facturers sold $8.6 million of merchandise to S & H in 1962 and the
company paid $1,135,765 in transportation charges to move these
goods to its 28 redemption centers in Massachusetts. Another
$217,390 was paid to local contractors in Massachusetts and $63,
000 was contributed to Massachusetts charities. Advertising costs
in Massachusetts are not known but are undoubtedly substantial.

In any economy in which private business competes for a
greater share of the market, businessmen zealously seek every
possible advantage over their competitors. Thus, retailers employ
such methods as price reductions, special customer services, and
varied promotional schemes. In some cases, a means that will

Plaid

S <& H Green Stamps

CHAPTER V. PROS AND CONS
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give one merchant an advantageous position cannot be used
effectively by his competitors. In other cases such a tool may
be only partly effective.

Usually it is impossible to isolate one warring segment of the
economy from the others. Effects of a struggle often extend be-
yond the competing members to include other members of the
economy such as consumers and legislators. Furthermore, the
fitting of any new competitive technique into its proper niche in
the economy requires a considerable period of time for much trial
and error, extensive discussions, and sometimes, even legislative
action.

This, then, is the complex set of relationship that confronted
the trading stamp industry during the early part of the 1950’5.
The trading stamp, as we have seen, is not an untried competitive
technique. It has been used by a large number of widely diversi-
fied merchants in many parts of the United States for over half a
century. Since 1951, as indicated in Chapter 11, trading stamps
have received greater attention than ever before.

The favorable views toward the stamp movement are matched
by the violence of the opposition. Many merchants view this
whole development with unmitigated horror. Comparatively mild
among the epithets they apply to the sticky bits of paper are
terms, such as “headache, leech, scab, profit-grabber and parasite.”
The attack comes both on broad grounds of principle and on nar-
rower aspects of how stamp plans actually operate. The former
broad indictment boils down to the main charge that the stamp
plans are a fraud that deceive the consumers and profit no one but
the stamp companies.

Two elements in particular rouse the opposition of the retailers.
One is the cost of the stamps, which in some cases erases profits.
In addition, many of the retailing fraternity see no sense in an
outside Stamp industry living off their sales.

Finally, in the words of one authority, “as has frequently been
true of new and successful competitive devices, there have been
misuses and abuses of trading stamps. Promoters looking for fast
profits and new operators with little understanding of certain im-
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portant facets of the stamp business have created numerous prob-
lems.” 1 Some of these “numerous problems” are discussed below.

The pros and cons of trading stamps range all the way from
major considerations of economic competition, to insignificant
details. The following text is limited to the principal economic
issues which are easily segregated and concern: (a) the price issue,
which raises the question whether stamps are a costly promotion
that coerces retailers into increasing their prices in order to pay
for the stamps; (b) the delusion issue, in the sense that the pre-
miums which the housewife obtains through her stamp book in
reality cost her more than if she had purchased those premiums
at retail without resort to trading stamps; (c) the permanency
issue by a merchant who has “joined up” for stamps, then finding
it nearly impossible to give them up even though his field of
business has become saturated with stamps, thus removing any
special advantage in their continued use; (d) the parasite issue,
where stamp companies are referred to as unnecessary middlemen
who live off the reduced profits of the retailer or the increased price
to the consumer and contribute nothing to the economy in return.
Principal issues of a legal nature will be discussed in a later
chapter.

While the above major economic issues are discussed below, it
should be understood that the stamp picture is not static, and
that conclusions reached from competitive forces in the economy
of one region may not hold for other areas.

a. The Price Issue. Critics of stamps insist that the inevitable
consequence of the use of trading stamps is a price increase.
Advocates of trading stamps, on the other hand, deny this con-
tention.

In brief, the former argument is usually developed in the follow-
ing terms. Trading stamps are a promotional device or form of
advertising. As such, their cost must be added to other costs

Principal Issues

1 Dean Arthur M. Weiner, Indiana University School of Business, Indiana
University Business Report No. 27, supra.
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of doing business in evolving the price structure of the business
concerned. Thus, if stamps cost 2% of gross sales, then prices
must be marked up by the same ratio to offset this added cost.
Or the user must accept lower profits unless profits on the added
business volume generated by stamps are sufficient to pay for
stamp costs.

This argument is particularly forceful for food stores, the
largest of the stamp users, since their profit margin is narrow
and additional costs simply cannot be absorbed. Hence, their only
alternative is to increase prices. Furthermore, as other food
stores adopt stamps, their initial advantages disappear, yet the
retailer cannot then drop them without alienating customers who
have developed a stamp saving habit.

In this price argument it is extremely difficult to prove that a
price increase is due solely to the cost of stamps. Other market
factors influence prices and can easily be overlooked when trading
stamps are condemned.

Another problem arising in a comparison of prices at stamp
stores and non-stamp stores is their respective operating costs.
No two stores are exactly alike even though they may be identical
in physical appearance. For example, operating costs will be in-
fluenced by store location, managerial ability, operational efficiency,
and services offered. Many non-stamp stores compete effectively
with stamp giving facilities, simply because of superior location
or operational “know-how”.

An example of price differences allegedly due solely to stamps
may be illustrated by a recent Tennessee case 1 in an action for
libel and slander. The defendant had appeared before a legislative
committee to support a bill to prohibit trading stamps in Ten-
nessee. He stated that because of trading stamps, the merchandise
sold by the plaintiff market was sold for substantially higher
price than merchandise sold by non-stamp competitors.

The defendant testified that the first store he went into was a

local chain store that gave no stamps with purchases, and that
he bought 73 items for which he paid $30.69. He then went into
a store that gave trading stamps and bought the same 73 items

1 Logan’s Supermarket, Inc. v. McCalla, 343 S. W. 2d 892 (1961)
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for which he paid $34.27, nearly 12% more. He then went to
several other stores and stated that he found the same price
differential. Unfortunately the case does not report what stores
in the area he selected. Certainly the 12% price difference cited
is a dramatic illustration of how comparative prices can suggest
a pattern common to stamp v. non-stamp competitors.

Responsible executives in the retail food industry are also on
record that stamps have caused price increases in their business.
Thus, the President of Safeway Stores was recently quoted 1 as
saying, “The only people I know who say that stamps don’t raise
prices are the people who own stamp companies

. . . The man
who could come up with a sound idea to get us out of the stamp
business could earn himself a million dollars . .

In the same article, the President of the Star Market Co., with
32 stores in Greater Boston, is quoted as saying, “I think that
stamps, now that all of us have them, have simply added two per-
cent to the food cost index of this country.” Mr. Mugar has re-
cently stated that his argument is equally valid today.2

A national magazine contained some interesting reports on price
increases following introduction of trading stamps in the Atlantic
and Pacific (A&P) food chain. 3 One reader wrote that prices of
16 to 40 items on a shopping list were raised from lYzc to 5c
per item in a single week. Another reader cited the actual price
changes on specific brands. The magazine continued:

“The prize for sharp-eyed reporting . . . goes to a reader who clipped
from a recent ad in the Boston Globe an offer of 50 extra stamps on a
4 lb. jar of Ann Page strawberry preserves. The price on the jam in the
deal was $1.49. A small picture of the jar was set into the ad small
but large enough so that the price on the pictured jar could be clearly
seen to be $1.29.”

The manager of the store defended the above increase as fair
when questioned by the consumer.

1 Robert A. Magowan, President of Safeway Stores, and Stephen Mugar,
President of Star Market Co. “Trading Stamps Who Gets What?” Quoted
in Readers Digest, June, 1963.

2 Telephone conversation with R. D. Webb, Legislative Research Bureau,
April 2, 1964.

3 “Glue on Our Tongues”, Consumer Reports, October, 1962.
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The United States Agricultural Marketing Service, in a report
six years ago on the impact of stamps on food prices in 21 cities,1

concluded that average food prices in trading stamp stores in-
creased by about 0.6% more than such prices in non-stamp stores.

Recently the trading stamp industry received a jolt from the
comparative prices of stamp stores and non-stamp stores reported
by a trade paper. On several items stamp stores had substantially
higher prices. 2

Yet judgment in the price issue must take into account further
aspects. For example, in the federal Marketing Service report
cited above, it was also stated that “on the average in the 21 cities
studied, consumers who save and redeem stamps can more than
recoup the relative price difference between stamp and non-stamp
stores.” And in contrast with the increases in A&P food prices
ascribed above to trading stamp costs, the following doubts are
expressed by the trade journal Progressive Grocer, in its issue of
August, 1962;

“A comparison of current A&P prices as advertised in a local newspaper
with identical items advertised six months ago, leads to no clear-cut con-
clusions. The great majority of prices have remained the same, some
have gone up and some have gone down. Eliminating the variables of
fresh meat and vegetables, such things like coffee, baby foods ... (10
other items are omitted) . . . are available at the same price. The ques-
tion of whether or not the Plaid stamp is the cause of the price rise
could probably be argued interminably.”

Similarly a California legislative committee reported in 1959
that “the suggestion that the adoption of a trading stamp pro-
gram leads inevitably to increased operating cost and higher con-
sumer prices is a generalization of doubtful merit.3 The committee
report continued, “

... no concrete evidence of increased food
prices as a direct result of trading stamp activity was presented
to the committee,4 and added: “A careful survey of some of the
most significant studies reveals that they uniformly do not sup-

1 ‘‘Trading Stamps and Their Impact on Food Prices” Marketing Research
Report No. 295, 158.

2 Incentive Merchandising article, quoted by Smith, The Nation, Oct. 26, 1963.
3 Report of the Assembly Interim Committee on Governmental Efficiency and

Economy on Trading Stamps. California Assembly, 1959.
4 op. cit. p. 107.
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port the contention that the use of trading stamps inevitably leads
to higher consumer food prices.” 1

And a Michigan legislative committee reached a similar con-
clusion in 1958 that: “We believe, from the evidence before the
Committee, that through the use of stamps prices are not in-
creased . .

.”2

Consumers Union, a voice of the food shopper, which carried
the above quotations of price increases in A&P stamp-giving stores
in its publication Consumer Reports, states the problem of evalua-
ting price effects of stamps was frustrating. Similarly, Consumers
Union reported that, “CU cannot tell its readers what they are
paying for the honor of licking Stamps, nor what each stamp is
worth, nor which stamp is best. Nor can anybody else.” The
article pointed out that the U.S. Dept, of Labor’s figures showed
that food prices rose more rapidly than the cost of living between
1956 and 1962, but then added that “You cannot blame it primarily
on stamps.” A brand explosion was cited as a major contributor
to rising prices.

During the years concerned, Consumers Union stated:
“The number of different brands in many categories of groceries doubled,

tripled, and quadrupled. The packaging practices of the branders com-
pounded the problem by multiplying the variety of sizes and shapes in
which each brand was offered - the battle Of shelf space, it was called in
the trade. One result of the battle was that no one brand in any one
size moved as rapidly off store shelves as before the brand explosion. This
slowdown in inventory turnover was costly to the stores. So bigger and
bigger markets, flanked by bigger and bigger parking lots, were built
to service a bigger and bigger traffic, in the hope that a larger number
of customers would speed up the rate at which items moved off shelves.
These big stores and big parking lots raised the cost of rent. And the
heavier costs increased further the need to draw down through the longer
aisles of bigger stores an even larger traffic. Here is where stamps come
into the picture. They are a traffic-promotion expenditure.”

Among the evidence that trading stamps are not the sole
factor responsible for price increases is a study of comparative
food prices over a two-year period in various cities. The resultant
report concluded that prices rose less in stamp-saturated cities
than in cities where no stamps were given, or where less than

t op. oit. p. 109.
2 Journal of the Senate, No. 26, State of Michigan, Feb. 13, 1958 p. 259.
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half the food stores gave them. 1 Another study of trading stamps
and retail food prices in cities of five western states between
early 1960 and mid 1962 concluded that “there is no indication that
the use of trading stamps, viewed independently, causes food
prices to rise.”2 In fact, food prices in Wichita, Kansas, where
trading stamps are prohibited by law, were found to be higher
than in Tulsa, Oklahoma, a similar market area that allows use
of stamps. The same held true for non-stamp stores in Topeka,
Kansas and stamp stores in Kansas City, Missouri.

As indicated at p. 71 of this report, the trial court in a recent
case in Montana found no evidence of price increases by Montana
Merchants who use trading stamps, and no evidence that trading
stamps had any effect upon -the retail price of merchandise in
Montana.

The conclusion of a 1958 federal study perhaps is still closest
to the truth: “.

. . the cost of stamps was covered in part by re-
duced costs resulting from increased volume, in part by higher
prices, and in part by a decline in profit per dollar of sales.”3

The Legislative Research Bureau cannot reach a conclusion in
view of the nature of the available evidence. Some of the price
studies are not considered to be impartial. On the other hand,
evidence presented in many of the price studies Which was com-
petent is now quite old, and in any case may not now have full
validity in view of the mushrooming growth of stamp plans in
the past few years. Even when price increases are established as
fact, other factors may have an equal or greater influence than
stamps in causing such increase. Finally, the price increase may
be so modest as to be outweighed by the value of redemption
rights acquired with purchases.

b. The Delusion Issue. A favorite argument of anti-stamp opin-
ion is that trading stamp plans are a giant hoax, both on the con-

1 See Testimony of Dr. Eugene R. Beem, then Professor of Business Ad-
ministration, University of California before California Legislature. Cited
in Report of Select Committee Studying Trading Stamps. Journal of the
Senate, No. 26, State of Michigan, February 13, 1958 at p. 258.

2 Verne A. Bunn, Wichita, Kansas, “Trading Stamps and Retail Food Prices”,
(Mimeo. 23. pp.).

3 U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 1958, p. 27. Trading Stamps
and Their Impact on Food Prices, Marketing Research Report No. 295.
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sumer and the retailer. Thus, the author of a recent biting attack
on stamp plans in The Nation concludes that in many instances
the housewife pays between 30 to 50 per cent more for the mer-
chandise than she would have paid at a discount house”. 1 To sup-
port his charge this author lists the following items covering the
purchase price in terms of filled 'books, the amount of consumer ex-
penditure required to fill them, the retail (list) price and the price
for which the items can be obtained at a discount store. According
to the critic, the chart was taken from the Kiplinger Newsletter:

How Much You
Books Must Spend to Retail Discount

Item Needed Fill the Books* Price Price

Schick Razor 8-% $1,050 $29.50 $12.98
Revere Percolator 3-% 450 11.95 7.17
GE Vacuum Cleaner 23-% 2,790 69.95 49.95
Sketch Cooler 2-14 270 7.95 4.77
Black & Decker Drill 12 1,440 22.95 17.49
* 1,200 stamps per book; one stamp for each dime spent.

How much you “make” on stamps. Stores usually give you stamps ac-
cording to a formula that works out to about 2% of the amount you spend.
Do you get back the full 2% when you turn in the stamps for merchandise?
Not always, as you can see from this table, which uses items listed in one
big stamp company’s catalog.

The 2% cash “rebate” column represents the theoretical dollar value of
stamps given out by the usual formula or the amount you would save if
you bought at a place where prices were 2% lower. The discount prices
listed are those charged by a typical metropolitan discount house.

In reading the figures, keep two things in mind: First, stamp companies
buy their products at wholesale but convert your stamps into merchandise
at retail price levels and often you can buy the items for yourself at lower
retail prices. Second, on high-value articles there is a sizable spread be-
tween wholesale and retail values so they can be discounted by stamp com-
panies as well as stores.

1 Desmond Smith, “Trading Samps, The Welcome Hoax”, In The Nation,
October 26, 1963.

2 April, 1962, p. 11.

The Kiplinger Magazine, Changing Times, also ran the table giv-
en 'below to reflect what the consumer gets for his stamps.2 The ac-
companying text states:
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tvhat a 2% cash
Item no. of you spend rebate instead

books to get the would you get a product worth
needed stamps amount to at discount at list

GE electric toaster 6 $ 900 $ 18.00 $ 14.69 $ 21.95
Sunbeam Mixmaster 13 1,950 39.00 33.49 49.95
Zenith clock radio 12 1,800 36.00 30.79 39.99
Waring Blendor 10 1,500 30.00 29.87 47.95
Argus camera 16 2/5 2,460 49.20 52.53 64.95
GE portable TV 55 8,250 165.00 189.95 239.95
Presto pressure cooker 3 2/5 510 10.20 8.99 15.95
Sporti sun lamp 5 2/5 810 16.20 11.97 19,95
Borg bathroom scale 21/5 330 6.60 4.77 7.95
Mirro-matic

kitchen timer 11/5 180 3.60 2.50 4.95
* 1,500 stamps per book

According to the Smith article quoted above, 1 while the consumer
is caught in a web of “big glossy dream catalogues . . . encouraged
to believe that all within are ‘gifts,’ something for nothing

. .

the retailer is trapped in a promotion scheme that is unique in its
character of continuing cost as opposed to a “one-shot promotion.”
Basing the cost of stamps to the retailer at 2 to 3 percent of his
gross income, the author points out that a pharmacy earning 5%
net profit on an annual business of $lOO,OOO must split its $5,000
profit in half to pay for the stamps. Supermarkets operate on the
smaller margin of about a 1-%% net profit,2 and the same author
charges that “with margins such as these, the money to support a
trading stamp scheme cannot and does not flow from the merchant’s
profits.”

Other critical attacks on trading stamps have occurred
over nearly the past half century. They emphasize the net losses
suffered by retailers despite such increases in sales volume as
stamps may have produced, at least temporarily. These net losses
occur when the cost of stamps to the retailer exceeds the net profit
stemming from additional business stimulated by the stamps. 3

1 “The Welcome Hoax" supra.
2 Some estimates place the margin as high as 3-% %.

3 See "Hidden Charge in the Grocery Bill," Time, November 28, 1955; “The
Trading Stamp,” 24 Tenn. L. Rev. 557; “Are Trading Stamps a Fraud?”, 58
Forum 247, 250.
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A prominent business journal concludes that trading stamps now
cost the average supermarket between $25,000 and $35,000 a year.
This cost is about equal to 2% of its annual volume or, roughly,
double the profit margin that it hopes to wring from those sales. 1

Hence, the journal conclules:
“Perhaps reflecting this cost, pretax operating profits of the average

supermarket in the latest year available came to 1.71% in 1961, .
.

. down
sharply from the 2.56% the stores earned in 1956.”2

Gasoline service stations are usually rated the second largest
stamp users after food stores. There is evidence that trading
stamps are only toleratedby many of the gasoline station operators
who use them. Recently the New York Times reported that a
majority of stations have to give stamps for competitive reasons,
but that this practice causes higher prices. According to the ar-
ticle, if the operators had their way, “an armistice might be con-
trived under which the trading stamp giveaway would be ended”.3

The giveaway is reported to amount to eight-tenths of one cent a
gallon compared to a normal gross profit of 5 cents per gallon
Despite this evidence of higher costs to the consumer and reduced
profit to the retailer, “women force men to buy gas where they can
get trading stamps,” according to a gasoline trade association exec-
utive quoted in the article.

Some 50 gasoline station operators in California rebelled against
use of trading stamps in 1960.4 The revolt was based on the claim
that dealers were either forced out of business or suffered loss of
profits from use of trading stamps. The findings of an independent
study of trading stamps in the retail gasoline market appear in
this report at page 52.

As for the viewpoint of the consumer relative to stamps, polls
taken in various parts of the country indicate that most shoppers
are favorable to trading stamp plans for reasons other than a belief
that they are getting something for nothing. A national survey of

1 Dun’s Review and Modern Industry, July 1963, pp. 49-53.
2 Op. cit.
3 New York Times, December 15, 1963.
4 Advertising Age, July 18, 1960, p. 48.
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supermarket Shopping taken in 19631 found that of nearly 1,500
shoppers interviewed in 28 states, including 43 stamp stores and 15
non-stamp stores, 69% considered stamp saving “thrifty.” More
than half of those shopping in won-stamp stores held this opinion.

Significantly, the opinions of stamp store shoppers were nearly
evenly divided as to the effect of stamps on food prices, 41% be-
lieved stamps contributed to higher food prices, and 46% believed
they have no effect on prices. One commentator concludes that the
housewife, despite knowledge that her food costs are rising, will
still look upon stamps as an easy means of saving up for the
merchandise she might never get around to buying for cash.2 More-
over, states this article:

It is obvious that millions of consumers want them, and many will go
out of their way to get them. Ordinarily, these days they don’t have to go
far; in some parts of the United States the problem is not how to find
a store with stamps, but how to find one without them.”3
From the standpoint of the retailer, stamp plans, as already indi-

cated, are more than a half century old and serious criticism has
long been levied against them. A good deal of the litigation involv-
ing stamp plans which has occurred relates to retail sales, fair
trade practices, and contract provisions. It seems clear that most
retailers view the benefits of stamp plans as being limited to service
as a possible successful promotional tool for increasing sales vol-
ume.

Stamp companies themselves have stated that retailers must
first be in a position to increase their present business volume suf-
ficiently to both cover the cost of stamps and reap the expected
increase in net profits. Without that foundation, increased sales
through stamps can be only a hope, not an expectation.

Thus the large Sperry and Hutchinson trading stamp company
states that a retailer must increase his sales by about 12% to make
stamps pay, and that if he cannot do so he should use some other
type of promotion.4

1 Look Magazine, conducted by Universal Marketing Research, Inc.
2 Will Trading Stamps Stick 9 Fortune, August 1960.
3 Op. cit.
4 Time, May 25, 1962, p. 79.
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c. The Permanency Issue. The effectiveness of trading stamps as
a promotional technique is a vigorously debated issue. Certainly
success is more likely when conditions are appropriate for the use
of trading stamps. Such conditions include a clear opportunity to
expand sales volume; the offering of frequently purchased items as
the main segment of the business concerned; prices, services, and
facilities that are fairly standard among competitors; and margins
and variable expenses so related to fixed costs that moderately in-
creased sales reduce expense ratios but not profits. 1

Given favorable conditions, if a merchant adopts stamps he must
expect retaliation by his non-stamp competitors. This may be by
the advertising of price comparisons, using other premium promo-
tions, or offering more “specials.” If these are unsuccessful, the
competitor may resort to stamps. The stamp merchant must also
recognize that volume may not rise as much as expected, that
stamp costs will vary inflexibly with sales, that benefits may be
neutralized by adoption of trading stamps by competitors and in
the face of such competition that it may be difficult to discontinue
stamps.

What happens when stamps saturate an area is a question that
has haunted every merchant who has decided to use stamps in his
business. For some, the day of reckoning has arrived. As one
magazine puts it: “stamps have lost most of their competitive edge
because these days everybody is giving them,”2 and then continued:

.
.

. saturation . . . has come as a double blow to store owners. For when
stamps are effective, they can tack on new sales at a rate equivalent to the
opening of a new store. Consider the figures. If each unit in a fifty-store chain
serves 5,000 customers a week, the stores together serve 250,000 people. But
by adding just 500 customers to each store through stamps formerly
not a difficult task when shoppers were first turned into philatelists the
chain could achieve the equivalent of opening five more stores. Now that
pattern is dissolving. . . .

As consumers grow more enchanted with stamps, many retailers
become disenchanted with their usefulness as a sales tool. As noted
in a trade journal:

i “The Retail Economics of Trading Stamps,” Professors Taylor W. Meloan
and Bert C. McCammon, Jr., Indiana Univ. School of Business in Trading
Stamp Practice and Pricing Policy.

2 Dun’s Review and Modern Industry, July 1963, pp. 49-53.
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The coming year will not be a year of the ‘great divorce’ between re-
tailers and stamp companies, but it does mark a leveling-off in the tre-
mendous growth of the past decade. “With 90% of chain and 40% of in-
dependent supermarkets already giving them, the great increases posted by
stamps are a thing of the past”!

If the rapidity of growth of trading stamp usage is levelling off,
stamps nevertheless appear to be here to stay.

When nearly every major store passes out stamps the only differ-
ence, it is argued, will be which stamp plan the customers prefer.
One view, for example, is that stamps are effective wherever people
are indifferent to where they shop. Thus, if two stores are equal
in other respects, the one that gives stamps will draw more cus-
tomers. If both give stamps, customers will favor the store that
has the better stamp plan. If the stamp plans are approximately
equal, the competing merchants are back where they were before
stamps became icons 2 and this is the bone in the throat of com-
plaining retailers. The only path open is to try to become better
merchants.

The argument that stamps lose some of their drawing power in a
saturation area may or may not be true. Certainly the California
experience reported in 19603 raises some doubt and at least
leaves the question open to debate until more conclusive evidence
is offered. In Los Angeles several food and drug chains formed
the Blue Chip Stamp Company a few years ago. The founders of
the company, veteran opponents of stamps, deliberately set out to
kill stamps with stamps by so saturating a market that no one
could make a profit on them. Blue Chip, a non-profit cooperative
stamp plan, had no franchise policy anyone could buy them
and at a cost below other stamps. In 1960 they “blitzed” the Los
Angeles area with a reported one billion stamps sold in the first
few weeks. Many stores and gas stations on all four corners of city
intersections were offering them. Instead of killing stamp usage,
the Blue Chip blitzkrieg took an ironical turn. Existing stamps re-
mained popular and Blue Chip became a flourishing stamp com-

1 Advertising Age, September 16, 1963,
2 Business Week, April 7, 1962.
3 Fortune, August, 1960. Also reported in American Legion Magazine, October,

1962.
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pany which, in that area, smothered Sperry & Hutchinson Green
Stamps, the giant of the industry.

As long as competitors have stamps, merchants in many lines of
goods believe it difficult to compete without them. In the midwest,
National Tea and Kroger Stores were among the first examples
of reluctant participants. This reluctance is dramatically demon-
strated by the retreat of both Safeway and Atlantic and Pacific
food companies which had openly and vigorously opposed stamps
and had tried to compete, apparently unsuccessfully, by stressing
lower prices.

According to one supermarket executive, “Having stamps is like
holding a tiger by the tail you can’t let go.” 1 Yet W. T. Grant
Co., for example, has dropped them. Here in Massachusetts the
Supreme Markets, a food company operating in Greater Boston
and in the South Shore area, is discontinuing stamps in a few of its
stores on an experimental basis. Another South Shore food retailer,
Curtis Farm Supermarkets, is also discontinuing stamps. Many
gasoline station operators have dropped them on the basis of pro-
hibitive cost.

Generally the most vocal opposition expressed on this particular
issue comes not from the stores that adopted stamps first as an
offensive weapon to gain new business. For in general trading
stamps pay for themselves when they raise volume a certain per-
centage, e.g., 12%-15% in the food industry, provided fixed costs
are held steady.2 Instead, the opposition often comes from the late
arrivals who use stamps to meet competition rather than to expand
their sales. These stores may therefore simply be adding 2% to
their operating costs just to hold the line; and in an industry where
profit margins seldom run higher than 2 percent of sales, this may
force the retailer to boost prices or suffer declining profit margins.
Obviously a price increase is considered most distasteful in such a
highly competitive business as the food industry. And turning to
increased operating costs merely to retain one’s patronage is not
expected to produce a friendly attitude toward the new venture.

1 Changing Times, April, 1962.
2 See, for example, "Will Trading Stamps Stick?” Fortune, August, 1960, which

cites dramatic gains made by stamp giving food chains over same period
that a large non-stamp giving food chain’s gains were comparatively negli-
gible. The latter chain switched to stamps in 1960.
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Unquestionably stamps are a costly item to the retailer, especially
the food store. Progressive Grocer, a food trade journal, disclosed
that stamps are the second largest expense item for supermarket
operators. 1 This figure was based on research conducted in cooper-
ation with Colonial Stores, the nation’s 11th largest food chain.
Stamp costs, aside from other advertising and promotion costs,
were found to account for 14c of each supermarket dollar of oper-
ating expenditures, exceeded only by the 44c spent for personnel.
Obviously merchants find it difficult to swallow such a large bite,
particularly when sales expansion falls short of expectations.

On the other hand, there are those who argue that merchants
who find that stamp saturation is wiping out any initial gain from
stamp use, or who adopt stamp plans merely to meet competition,
are using stamps as the whipping boy in a situation that sees every
promotional tool and concept used to the limit.

Whatever the answer, it would appear that the issue can be best
resolved in its proper setting, the market place.

d. The Parasite Issue. Many opponents of trading stamps label
the stamp companies as parasites. They argue that the stamp com-
panies are unwanted intruders who have thrust themselves into the
retailerconsumer relationship as an unnecessary middleman. Their
presence on the marketing scene, they continue, results in either
reduced profits for the retailer or increased costs to the consumer,
or 'both. In return for the costs of using stamps they contribute
nothing.

Indeed, critics complain stamp companies win at both ends of the
deal. First, they sell stamps to the retailer at a profit, then by
purchasing large lots of consumer items at wholesale they make
another profit by charging the consumer a stamp redemption price,
frequently higher than consumer discount prices. To pour salt on
the wound, it is added, the money they take from the local trans-
action usually leaves the state for investment elsewhere.

Some stamp companies are undoubtedly big business with
healthy profits. Thus the stamp industry that could claim only a
$lO million volume in 1950 is fast approaching the billion dollar
i Cited in Advertising Age, October 21,1963.
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mark. In 1963 sales amounted to $B7O million with an expected
rise to $950 million this year, or nearly a 10% increase.l

The chief reason given by critics who term this industry “para-
sitical” is that it is in their opinion unnecessary, living off the
sweat of the retailer and the pocketbook of the consumer, taking
all and giving nothing in return. Such a severe indictment requires
a closer examination of stamp company operations in terms of ex-
penses, profits, tax payments, contributions and the like. Stamp
companies are business undertakings. Most of them are profit-
making ventures. They own property on which they pay taxes.
They lease property for which they pay rent. They stimulate
other segments of the economy in their every day operations. Thus,
manufacturers of premium items benefit by their large volume of
orders, printers benefit by their orders for stamps, saverbooks,
expensive premium catalogues, and spot advertising. Communica-
tions media and newspapers benefit by general advertising. Rail-
roads, trucking companies and local express services benefit by
their supply needs. Many persons are employed directly by the
companies or indirectly to service their needs. The government
benefits because in addition to a beneficial stimulant for the econ-
omy as a whole, tax revenues are forthcoming. No precise figure
on profits is available but the largest company, S & H, claims a
profit of about 5% of net sales. For various reasons, it is doubtful
that some of the smaller companies enjoy a similar rate of profit.

General Observations. Of the four principal enonomic issues dis-
cussed above, the one concerned with prices is too hazy and incon-
clusive on the basis of available current evidence to arrive at a
proved judgment that prices inevitably go up when stamps are
introduced. Many of the best reports on the price impact of stamps
are now outdated in light of the vast growth of stamps in the past
three years alone. Most of these reports were made prior to cur-
rent “saturation” in the key food marketing industry. More re-
cent reports are less numerous; however, they leave a lingering
doubt as to the validity of the thesis that stamps necessarily bring
higher prices.

On the delusion issue, stamps have been in vogue on a large
scale long enough now to convince the impartial observer that
i New York Times, January6,1964.
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most consumers want them. If consumers are 'being deluded, they
apparently perfer to acquire the merchandise they seek in the form
of premiums rather than pay cash even at lower discount prices.
Some of the evidence seems to indicate that even if consumers do
pay slightly higher prices for goods purchased with stamps, the
redemption value of these stamps makes an adjustment to offset
that increased cost.

With respect to retailers, stamps are only acquired by them
as a competitive tool. After all, retailers are businessmen and do
not enter agreements with stamp companies with closed eyes. Sure-
ly they are aware that they are increasing their operating costs at
the risk of declining profits Should the stamps fail to do their job
adequately. It cannot be said that at this stage of stamp plan de-
velopment retailers are deluded into paying for a non-existent pan-
acea.

In fact, the oldest and largest trading stamp company, S & H,
flatly states, “There is ample evidence that no retailer needs trad-
ing stamps to survive or prosper.” 1 The retailer who decides to use
stamps does so in the effort either to build new patronage or to
retain old patronage under sharp competitive conditions.

On the permanency issue, judgment seems to depend wholly on
the merchant, the market, and his competitive position therein.
Under free business enterprise, merchants will always search for
the means or methods to give them the edge over competitors. In
the case of stamps, no merchant is compelled to adopt them for his
economic benefit except insofar as stamps happen to be the desire
of the consumer and increase the drawing power of the retailer
then he may be forced to join those merchants who have already
adopted stamps, or find an alternative and better method of build-
ing sales.

However, when these considerations lead to a condition of stamp
saturation, it would then seem that the real test of the business
enterprise is the basic competitive adequacy of the facility and its
operator. Unless the retailer’s premises, his selection and quality
of merchandise, his location, and the price he charges, combine

i Sperry and Hutchinson Company. Some Frequently Asked Questions About
S and H Green Stamps and the Trading Stamp Industry. September, 1963.
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into an economic entity which offers an attraction superior to his
competitors, neither trading stamps nor other promotional devices
will provide the necessary increased sales volume to bring in the
desired profits. Serious stamp studies appear to agree that stamps
are not the dominant motive of the average shopper to the extent
of becoming an “aggressive saver.”1 Many retailers discover that
their competitive position cannot be improved simply by trying to
utilize what has proved to be a business-getter in other circum-
stances.

Of the fourth accusation, that stamp companies are parasites,
decision depends on the viewpoint of who is winning and who is
losing. Consumers get their premiums if they collect enough
stamps. Retailers likewise get their profits once their sales volume
has expanded more than enough to cover stamp costs. On these two
fronts of course consumers may find themselves paying a little
extra in the purchase price if retailers resort to price increases to
cover stamp costs; and retailers may lose some profits if stamps do
not attract sufficient added sales.

On the other hand, various aspects of the economy are stimu-
lated in varying degrees by successful stamp operations. Examples
of such stimulation arise with respect to (a) advertising in news-
papers, periodicals, radio and TV, (b) the printing of expensive
color-folio stamp catalogues, saver books, and the stamps them-
selves, (c) purchase of redemption merchandise and its transporta-
tion to warehouses and redemption centers, (d) construction by
the big companies to build or remodel warehouses, offices, and
more redemption outlets, (e) rental payments to landlords since
most stamp-company operations are conducted on leased premises,
and (f) utilities service payments.

Stamp Bonus Offers. Bonus offers of stamps by competitors
often cause sharp reactions. Double stamp days, triple stamp days,
extra stamps for purchase of certain products, etc. rouse severe
criticism of the stamp plans among many merchants.

Other Points in Controversy

i Stamp savers have been classified as “aggressive savers”, “interested savers”,
“passive savers” and “indifferent savers.” Aggressive savers are a minority

probably about 25% of all stamp savers.
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Such practices have caused stamp wars among merchants in
some localities which became so intense in at least one area that
stamp companies were forced to intercede to protect the good
name of their product. With respect to bonus offers being the
dominant factor in many sales, one chain store worker states:

There is no question about it, people are not shopping prices or bargains,
they are shopping for stamps. I could put a bonus offer on 500 lb. bales of
manure and I would be sold out in two days.i

A Roxbury supermarket recently found the right managerial
treatment to make bonus stamp offers increase sales volume. Ac-
cording to the trade journal Progressive Grocer more than 100
cases of “stamp bonus” merchandise were moved every two weeks
from the store’s inventory of stamp bonus items and exhibited in
a special display basket. The happy result was a harvest of added
sales.2

Experience demonstrates that temperate use of stamp bonus
offers can be a successful business stimulant for food merchants for
example, bonus offers on normally slow days are a common devia-
tion from the regular plan. Bonus offers are also used on purchases
above a certain amount to encourage heavier volume shopping by
individual customers who would otherwise spread their shopping
over more than one store. Extra stamps are frequently used to speed
up the sale of slow moving products, often more effectively than
price cutting.

On the other hand, the bonus offer can become a commercial
disadvantage if not properly used. Thus it was recently reported
that the trend to double stamp offers is causing the retailer’s costs
of stamps to rocket to as much as 4% of sales, which is an im-
possible high ratio, according to one food company official.3

Group Savings. One of the severest critics of trading stamps has
singled out some of the most expensive items offered by stamp
companies to illustrate that such merchandise obviously consists
of dream items. He comments that “how much one must consume
to qualify for some of the big ticket items might make strong
women cry,” and then he describes the intriguing offer of a trip

1 Progressive Grocer, August, 1962, p. 142.
3 July, 1962, p. 128A.
3 Advertising Age, June 18, 1962, p. 50.
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to tropical Honolulu “provided you can buy your way through
$29,965 worth of merchandise to take advantage of this offer.”1

Whatever value attaches to this thesis, the stamp companies em-
phasize that such “big ticket items” are not mere showcase lures.
They are useful for group saving plans which are encouraged by
the stamp companies. For example, in Massachusetts, station
wagons, each valued around 2 million stamps, have been delivered
to non-profit organizations as a result of their group savings of
stamps. Other expensive items acquired through group savings
efforts in Massachusetts are school busses, Church organs, travel
fare to the Phillipines for a missionary, school freezers, kitchen
equipment, and a boat, motor and trailer for the use of a munici-
pal rescue squad. A very recent example of group savings is a trip
to Washington, D. C. for five Massachusetts blind children, paid
for largely by trading stamps.2 Other less expensive but substantial
items in this category are television sets, movie projectors, and
phonographs, for the use of shut-ins and the like.

Participation in Community Affairs. Some critics claim that
stamp companies take from their communities without putting
anything back in. Economic participation of stamp companies lo-
cally in the form of tax payments, rental payments, salaries, trans-
portation expenses, purchase of goods, etc., have already been dis-
cussed. In addition, however, it is only fair to note that S & H,
the largest of the stamp companies, has earned considerable good-
will through its beneficial programs in aid to education. These in-
clude (1) lectureship grants of up to $2,000 each to educational
institutions, including the University of Massachusetts, Boston Col-
lege, Boston University and Smith College, (2) scholarships for
college freshmen, (3) matching contributions to educational insti-
tutions, (4) tuition assistance for its own employees who continue
their formal education, and scholarships for children of employees,
(5) scholarships for 4-H girls, and (6) scholarships for children
of S & H merchants and their employees.

1 Smith, "The Welcome Hoax” The Nation, October 26, 1963.
2 Boston Traveler, April 15, 1964.
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In this study stress has been placed on the use of trading stamps
in food marketing establishments since the largest volume of sales
of stamp companies are made to this type of retailer. However,
stamps are also in considerable use in the retail gasoline market
and have roused controversy in that business quarter. As a result,
a study of their effects on gasoline service stations was under-
taken by a leading authority on trading stamps with the financial
support of the American Petroleum Institute.1

The resultant report states that service station operators in
nearly all parts of the country make extensive use of some form
of stamp plan about 33 to 40 percent of all service stations in
1959. But at that time the rate of expansion had leveled off and
the proportion using stamps was not likely to increase; in fact, a
decline in the total number of service station users was expected.
In some markets it was found that over 50% of the stations were
using stamps. However, in most markets, a maximum of about
20% of the stations could be expected to succeed with a stamp
plan.

An important influence on the success of a service station using
stamps is the strength of that trading stamp among its competi-
tors. For example, one eastern oil company survey of 31 of its
stations using stamps showed that seven of the eight stations that
showed no increase in volume were using a second rate stamp, but
that all 12 of its stations with the strongest stamp experienced
sales increases.2

In some markets the influence of a strong stamp is reported to
be sufficient to boost sales even in the face of higher prices than
those of competing stations.3 Ample evidence was gathered to
support the claim that many service station operators realize a
significant increase in volume of sales.4 “The evidence suggests
that the average station adopting stamps may expect an increase

Trading Stamps In The Retail Gasoline Market

1 Harvey L. Vredenburg, Dept, of Marketing, State University of lowa. "Trad-
ing Stamps In The Service Station.” Published by University of lowa Bureau
of Business and Economic Research. 1959.

2 op. cit. p. 6
3 op. cit. p. 14
4 op. ct. p. 7
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in volume of from less than one percent to a maximum of about
22.5 percent.” 1

Although some stamp-using stations found their customers to
be less price conscious and that pump prices could be increased,
the study reported that few stations charged higher prices after in-
troducing stamps. It was determined that stations having the most
favorable results with stamps were those that did not increase
prices.2 Personal interviews disclosed that over 95% of the station
operators 'believed that women select stations because trading
stamps are offered.

The situation is not entirely rosy however with respect to such
stamp dispensing service stations. The cost of stamps was found
to be about 2.8% of the sales on which stamps were given.3 A typ-
ical station spent from $lO2 to $250 per month on stamps; this
represented the third largest expense item exceeded only by costs of
labor and occupancy.4 Moreover, pricing requirements peculiar to
the retailing of gasoline make it difficult for service stations to
break even on stamp plans.5

Because of these conditions, the need for competent managership
is stressed. Use of stamps by one station generally arouses vigor-
ous response by competitors. The station with the strongest stamp
is in the better competitive position and will continue to receive at
least some benefits regardless of the number of stations using other
stamp plans. But benefits of using stamps are neutralized in pro-
portion to the popularity and strength of the various stamps in the
market.

An interesting sidelight in this whole situation is the
psychological effect of stamps on service station operators. 6

Even though retail dealers may recognize that stamps often have
greater influence on customer patronage than personal services,
anti-stamp attitudes were frequently found to be so strongly en-
trenched in the minds of many dealers that they find it almost im-

1 op. cit. p. 10
2 op. cit. p. 13
3 op. cit. p. 13
4 op. cit. p. 19
5 op. cit. p. 22
6 op. cit. p. 29
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possible to view the use of trading stamps rationally. Thus, they
spurn them as a promotional device.

Even among operators who had realized benefits from stamps
many viewed those stamps as a necessary evil. They were frus-
trated by customer preference for stamps over “fine service and
quality products.” The report states the “mental discomfort be-
comes more intense as a dealer begins to suspect that even though
he is a capable manager he is not as vital to the business as a good
trading stamp. Shocking as it may be, this is occasionally the
case.” 1

CHAPTER VI. LEGAL ASPECTS
Massachusetts Law

Early Statutes and Judicial Interpretations.

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled in 1896 on an
1884 Massachusetts statute (c. 277) which punished persons selling
property with the inducement of a gift or prize . The court found
that the statute did not forbid sale of an object concurrent with
the offer of an additional inducement, but did prohibit the “offer
of bargains that appeal to the gambling instinct and induce people
to buy what they do not want by the gift or promise of a prize, the
nature of which is not known at the time of purchase.”2

The above statute was amended in 1898 to bring the giving of
coupons or stamps within the scope of the law (c. 576). This
amended law was tested in 1901 in Commonwealth v. Sisson, 178
Mass. 578, in which the defendant was charged with violating the
statute by selling his goods and using trading stamps as an addi-
tional inducement. He had sold a hairbrush and gave the purchaser
25 stamps as a bonus, with the stamps redeemable from gifts ex-
hibited at the stamp company’s store. Citing the earlier Emerson
case, the court stated that the 1898 amendment prohibited the
giving of stamps or coupons only to the extent that the original act
prohibited the giving of goods. Thus, there was no gambling ele-
ment in the transaction and hence there was no violation of the
statute. The purchaser knew he could select the “bonus” from ar-

1 op. cit. p. 30
2 Commonwealth v. Emerson, 165 Mass. 146
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tides on exhibition and the statute merely prohibited the use of
trading stamps in transactions involving the element of chance.
Thus the first prominent legal attack on trading stamps in this
Commonwealth was defeated.

But in 1904 a law was enacted which imposed an excise tax
on the business of selling, giving or delivering trading stamps in
connection with the sale of articles (c. 403). Issues arising from
this statute were litigated in O’Keeffe v. Somerville, 190 Mass. 110
(1906). The City of Somerville had levied a tax on the plaintiff’s
business, which the plaintiff paid under protest. He sued the city
in a contract action to recover the amount paid. In giving judg-
ment for the plaintiff, the court said that:

“If these stamps were used in such a way as to constitute a lottery or
game of chance, the use would be punishable. But this statute purports to
deal with such methods of sale as appeared in Commonwealth v. Sisson, ITS
Mass. 578, and in other cases above cited.

“One of the reasons why these methods are allowable is found in the
familiar principle that constitutional liberty means ‘the right of one to use
his faculties in all lawful ways, to live and work where he will, to earn
his livelihood in any lawful calling, and to pursue any lawful trade or
avocation.’ ... no reason appears for the imposition of an excise tax upon
the business of selling articles with an accompaniment of stamps which
entitles the vendee to other property.”
Thus the court ruled unconstitutional any attempt to apply the

statute to the giving of trading stamps where the elements of a
lottery or game of chance were absent. Neverthless, opponents of
trading stamps continued to seek means of curbing their use. In
1911 the court was asked to render its opinion on the constitu-
tionality of a proposed statute making it a criminal offense for any
person to engage in any gift enterprise, including the promise of
a gift or bestowal of any article in consideration of a purchase.
The court stated that the statute would be unconstitutional in the
following opinion:

“The principle applicable to statutes of this kind were considered and dis-
cussed in Commonwealth v. Emerson, 165 Mass. 146, Commonwealth v.
Sisson, 178 Mass. 578 and O’Keeffe v. Somerville, 190 Mass. 110. In the last
of these cases a statute was held unconstitutional in part upon grounds
which are equally applicable to the House bill referred to in the order, and
which require us to hold that the provisions of this bill are unconstitutional.

“There is nothing in the conduct proposed to be prohibited that necessar-
ily appeals to the gambling instinct or involves any element of chance.”l

1 Opinion of the Justices, 208 Mass. 607 (1911).
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Six years later trading stamp opponents formulated another leg-
islative proposal to prohibit the issuance of trading stamps and
coupons redeemable by parties other than the issuer, and the Su-
preme Judicial Court was again asked for an advisory opinion. The
court reaffirmed its earlier decisions and flatly declared that the
proposed legislation wouldbe unconstitutional.1

This 1917 opinion of the Massachusetts Court is of consider-
able interest in the light of three companion cases decided in the
previous year by the Supreme Court of the United States. In those
three decisions, 2 the court held that the trading stamp business
could he 'prohibited without violating the due process and equal
protection clauses of the 14th Amendment. The states could there-
fore regulate or prohibit the use of trading stamps or manufactur-
ers’ coupons, and the door was ajar for a possible wave of anti-
stamp legislation. The language employed by Mr. Justice McKenna
in the Rost case plainly suggested that the court was unsympa-
thetic to the trading stamp movement.

However, most state courts refused to follow the reasoning of
the federal decisions of 1916. Although five decisions were at
first handed down in three states in agreement with the high
court, all state court decisions since 1919 involving issues similar
to those in the federal Rast case with a single recent exception
in Wyoming3 have rejected the federal view and have struck
down prohibitive or discriminatory legislation directed at trading
stamps. The Wyoming case, and an even later Montana case, 4

taking the opposite view, are treated at greater length below. They
reflect current judicial thinking and were written subsequent to the
recent rapid growth of the trading stamp business.
Recent Massachusetts Court Views

The only Massachusetts court decision connected with the issues
decided in the federal Rast decision of 1916 occurred in Sperry
& Hutchinson Co. v. Director of the Division on the Necessaries of
i Opinion of the Justices, 226 Mass. 613 (1917).
2 Rast v. Van Deman & Lewis Co., 240 U.S. 387 (1916); Tanner v. Little 240

U.S. 369 (1916) and Pitney v. Washington 240 U.S. 387 (1916).
3 Steffey v. City of Casper, 357 P. 2d 456 (Wyo. 1960).

4 Garden Spot Market, Inc. v. Byrne, 378 P. 2d. 220 (Mont. 1963).
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Life, 307 Mass. 408*. That 1940 decision concerned a bill in equity
brought by the stamp company seeking a declaratory decree rela-
tive to the rights of the parties as to a controversy under a state
law prohibiting the use of trading stamps in connection with the
retail sale of gasoline. 1 Mr. Ouellette, a retail gasoline deal con-
tracted to use S & H stamps with retail sales of gasoline at his
service station.

Under a 1939 statute, the defendant, charged with administering
the law, notified all gasoline dealers that they could not lawfully
give trading stamps to customers in connection with their sales and
they were ordered to refrain from so doing. Both Ouellette and S &

H claimed the order inflicted business losses, asked that the court
declare unconstitutional the portion of the 1939 act prohibiting is-
suance of trading stamps with retail sales of gasoline, and requested
that the state official be enjoined from interfering with the com-
pany’s licensees.

In its opinion, the court declared that the material portions of
the statute were unconstitutional, and that an “attempt to forbid
the use of trading stamps generally, as a merchandising practice,
is a violation of our Constitution.” As to the specific use of stamps
with gasoline sales, the court discussed the proper use of the police
power as a basis of such legislation and concluded that:

It is clear that the statute in question hears no relation to public health
or safety, and we think that .

. . there is no question of morals . . . Apart
from the effort to prevent fraud, it does not appear that any other phase of
the general welfare is involved. ***... Under the guise of protecting the
public from fraud, the enforcement of the statute would result in an arbi-
trary interference with business and an irrational and unnecessary restric-
tion.”

Of special interest in the 1940 decision is the Court’s quotation
from Opinion of the Justices, 247 Mass. 589 in support of its hold-
ing that the statute was unconstitutional and that S & H was en-
titled to an injunction against the defendant restraining him from
interfering with or prosecuting the plaintiffs:

‘‘The circumstance that a business is affected with a public interest does
not make legally possible every legislative regulation. All such regulations
must be reasonable in their nature, directed to the prevention of real evils

* Sometimes cited as Sperry & Hutchinson Co. v. Mcßride. Mr. Mcßride was
the Director of the State Division named as defendant.

1 G. L. c. 94, s. 295E, as amended by stat. 1939, c. 459, s. 1.
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and adapted to the accomplishment of their avowed purpose. Under the
guise of protecting the general welfare there cannot be arbitrary inter-
ference with business or irrational or unnecessary restriction. When it
becomes established that a business is subject to legislative regulation be-
cause affected with a public interest and devoted to a public use, incidental
and accessory features reasonable in scope and fair in aim fall under the
same rule.”
Thus the court ruled that regulatory powers of Massachusetts

must not cause an “arbitrary interference with business” or an
“irrational or unnecessary restriction.”

In a more recent Massachusetts case of note involving trading
stamps, Colgate-Palmolive Co. v. Elm Farm Foods Co., 337 Mass.
221, (1958) the court applied the test of “reasonable restriction” in
ruling against the defendant who gave trading stamps with sales of
the plaintiff’s “fair trade” product. The plaintiff contended that
the use of stamps in conjunction with such sales was price cutting
of the sort forbidden by the Massachusetts fair trade law.1

One of the arguments used by the defendant, a supermarket, was
that to construe the fair trade law in such a manner would be an
undue restriction on the use of stamp plans and hence unconstitu-
tional. The court cited the Massachusetts decisions discussed
above, reiterated that the issuance of trading stamps was a legiti-
mate practice which could not be made unlawful by legislative
enactment.

But none of those cases dealt with the issue before the court in
Colgate - Palmolive. The court thereupon ruled:

“The defendants undoubtedly have a right to issue trading stamps with
all their sales. But like all rights, this right cannot be exercised in such
a way as to injure the rights of others.”

“The fair trade law was enacted on the theory that manufacturers have
a right to have their goodwill protected, and that any form of price cutting
tends to destroy that goodwill.”

“Our decision in this case . . .
requires only that, when a fair traded

article is sold, trading samps should not be issued in such a way that the
effective sale price is below the minimum resale price.”
“

. . . the restriction of the use of trading stamps here is a reasonable
restriction, necessary in order to protect the plaintiff’s goodwill.”

The foregoing Massachusetts decision was handed down in 1958.
Two years earlier a similar issue had been litigated in the federal
district court for Massachusetts. Colgate-Palmolive Co. v. Max

1 G. L. c. 93, ss. 14A-14D.
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Ditchter & Sons, Inc. 142 Fed. Supp. 545 (DC. Mass. 1956). Final
disposition was not made in the federal case because the question
had just then come before the Massachusetts courts. However, the
federal court, construing Massachusetts law, did hold that the
stamp plan (the same plan used in the foregoing Massachusetts
case) constituted a quantity discount not permitted by the state’s
fair trade law, a view cited by the Massachusetts court in its 1958
decision. The Massachusetts holding on this aspect of trading
stamp use is the minority view with respect to state courts that
have considered the question.

Trading Stamps and Police Power
State courts in general are not disposed to give legislatures un-

conditional power to regulate economic conditions; they insist that
regard must 'be had for the degree of public interest affected or
the injury done to private rights. Massachusetts courts test econ-
omic and other legislation against the constitutional guarantees
of due process, freedom of contract and property rights. There is
no right to be free from fair competition. Only last year the Mas-
sachusetts Supreme Judicial Court reaffirmed that the state 1 may
exercise its fundamental power to establish regulations necessary
to secure the health, safety, good order, comfort, or general welfare
of the community, but defined with some strictness, so as not to
include statutes based on mere expediency.

If use of the police power extends beyond the protection of public
health, safety, or morals, to include the good order, comfort and
general welfare of the community (defined with some strictness)
that doctrine can put proposals aimed at trading stamps on a dif-
ferent footing.

Their doubtful validity under yesterday’s narrow concept of the
police power as was the case with the early stamp decisions is not
necessarily the case today. No certain prediction can be made as
to the decision of the Massachusetts courts with relation to trading
stamp proposals such as Senate, No. 363 (discussed below) which
requires individual trading stamp companies to redeem the stamps

1 Commissioner of Labor and Industry v. Boston Housing Authority, 1963 Adv.
Sh. 159, 165-166. See also Boston Elevated Railway v. Commonwealth, 310
Mass. 528, 552-553 (1942); Opinion of the Justices, 341 Mass 760, 785 (1960).
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of all such companies of Massachusetts. It is reasonable to assume,
however that any legislation designed solely to cripple the normal
activities of the trading stamp business would be declared unconsti-
tutional judging by past Massachusetts judicial decisions.

In addition to the above decisions there has been an important
statutory development affecting trading stamps. By 1958 statute
(c. 632, s. 1), certain requirements were established for trading
stamp companies before they can do business in the Common-
wealth. This statute has served as a model for similar state laws
subsequently enacted elsewhere.

The statute, reprinted as Appendix C of this report has seven
sections (G. L. c. 93, ss. 14L-14R) as follows: Section 14L de-
fines (1) trading stamp, and (2) trading stamp company. Section
14Mrequires (1) that each trading stamp have its cash value printed
on its face and (2) redemption of the stamps in cash, on demand,
if their aggregate value is at least 25 cents. Section 14N requires
each stamp company to register annually with the State Treasurer,
and to disclose (1) its name and address, (2) the state of its incor-
poration and origin, (3) names of its officers, partners or proprie-
tors, (4) the address of its principal office in Massachusetts, (5) the
name of its principal officer in Massachusetts, (6) addresses of its
redemption centers in Massachusetts, (7) a short certified balance
sheet of the previous year, and (8) a certified statement of gross in-
come in Massachusetts during the previous year unless the company
has filed a bond in the maximum amount required. In addition, each
company must annually post a $25,000 to $lOO,OOO bond payable
to the State Treasurer, duly executed by the company and a quali-
fied corporate surety, to insure redemption of company stamps.

Section 140 covers liability on the bond. Section 14P requires
stamp companies to give a minimum 90-day notice before ceasing
to do business in Massachusetts. Section 14Q describes claim pro-
cedures when stamp companies default. Section 14R, the final sec-
tion, imposes a penalty of up to $l,OOO, or imprisonment up to one
year, or both, for violations.

Registration of Trading Stamp Companies.
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Kansas is the only state which prohibits the issuance of stamps
with the sale of merchandise. Two states, Wisconsin and Wyoming,
permit the issuance of stamps that are redeemable in cash but not
in merchandise. The latter effect also prevails in Washington be-
cause of a heavy license tax on stores that issue stamps redeemable
in merchandise. In several other states, and the District of Colum-
bia, trading stamps operations are governed by a variety of statu-
tory restrictions chiefly aimed at protecting the consumer.

Many states regulate the trading stamp industry in some way.
Sixteen states require that the cash value of each stamp be printed
thereon and that such stamps be redeemable in cash or merchan-
dise at the option of the holder.1 One state provides that the re-
tailer must redeem the stamps if the holder so demands.2 To insure
redemption of stamps, eight states require that each trading stamp
company post a bond (the amount of which is dependent upon the
company’s income), give notice before it goes out of business, and
prescribes procedures and penalties upon when a company refuses
to redeem stamps. 3 Although only two states exempt a retailer who
redeems his own stamps,4 the laws of twelve do not apply to a
manufacturer, packer, or periodical which issues and redeems its
own stamps.5

The purpose of these regulations, is to indicate to the consumer
the worth of his stamps, to allow a redemption in cash, and to en-
sure redemption of the stamps.

The MassaChusetts-type of statute prevents operation of finan-
cially irresponsible companies and thus protects the public from
redemption default. As indicated on page 60, it requires every trad-
ing stamp company to register and to disclose basic information.
Unless bonded to insure stamp redemption, a trading stamp com-
pany may not operate within the state. If a trading stamp company
fails, the bond is forfeited to satisfy redemption claims. All trad-

Other Laws and Regulations

1 Cal., Conn., Fla., Ind., Me., Md., Mass., N. H., N. J., N. M., N. D., Ohio, Utah
Vt., Wash, and Wise.

2 N. D.
3 Cal., Conn., Fla., Me., Md., Mass., N.H., N.J., N.M., and Vt
4 N. J. and Wyo.
5 Cal., Conn., Fla., Me., Md., Mass., N. H., N. J., N. M., N. D., Ohio, and Vt.
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ing stamps must have an imprint of their cash value and be re-
deemable in cash.

Seven other states 1 with somewhat older statutes require the
stamp to have its redeemable value printed on its face and to be re-
deemable in cash or merchandise at the options of the stamp holder.
These laws also require the issuing merchant to redeem the stamps
if the issuing stamp company defaults. Two of these laws also have
bonding provisions for the stamp companies.2

As far as can be determined, none of the state laws regulating
stamps provide for escheat nor are unredeemed trading stamps
subject to escheat under the escheat laws of any states. This sub-
ject is discussed more fully in a later section of this report.

Generally speaking, the six following types of proposed state leg-
islation directed toward trading stamps have been before state
legislatures.

a. Escheat. The cash values of all stamps not redeemed within
a specified period of time pass to the state.

b. Redemption in cash or merchandise. The company is obliged
to redeem at the option of the stamp saver.

c. License fee. Fee is collected from each stamp company or re-
tail issuer of stamps.

d. Tax. Existing privilege taxes are increased or a tax is im-
posed on stamp company’s gross receipts.

e. Merchant discount. Quantity discounts are forbidden to the
large quantity retail purchasers.

f. Stamp prohibition. Trading stamp sale, issuance or use is
forbidden in the state.

With respect to the above mentioned types of state legislation,
some brief remarks are in order here. As to escheat, stamps repre-
sent an obligation of the trading stamp company to give cash or
merchandise equal to the value of the discount given to the consum-
er by the retailer. On the theory that unredeemed stamps repre-
sent abandoned property, New Jersey recently brought a suit to
obtain the value of these stamps by escheat. It was held that inas-
much as the consumer did not have an enforceable obligation until

1 Ind., Nebr., N. J., N. D., Ohio, Utah and Wash.
2 N. D. and Utah.
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the acquisition of the number of stamps required for redemption,
the state could not maintain the action since it was unknown
whether this requirement had been met. 1

Other arguments may be raised permitting escheat. One diffi-
culty lies in determining which state has the right to the property.
Escheat is possible only if the res is within the territorial juris-
diction of the state. The leading stamp companies are interstate
in operation. Considerable weight has been given to the argument
that expenses of record-keeping to keep track of all stamps issued
would not seem justified considering the relatively small percentage
of stamps which are unredeemed. Futhermore, stamp companies
offer premiums requiring an amount of stamps which would take
years to accumulate. Stamps have been redeemed as late as 40
years after issuance.

In order to discourage the trading stamp industry and also avoid
any constitutional questions, many states have resorted to their
power to license. License and privilege taxes have been imposed
on trading stamp companies and on the merchants who distribute
stamps to consumers. Eleven states impose a privilege tax on the
trading stamp industry.2 In Montana (whose statute was held un-
constitutional in 1963) a privilege tax imposed upon merchants is-
suing trading stamps was considered prohibitive by the trading
stamp companies.

Some states have attempted to prohibit stamp plans on the
grounds that they are gift enterprises, that is, games of chance.
However the courts have held that the trading stamp is not a lot-
tery or gift enterprise. In only two jurisdictions (D. C. and Mary-
land) have stamps been subjected to a gift enterprise statute but
in these cases, Congress repealed the gift enterprise law in 1961,
and in Maryland the court long ago reversed its position.

A direct prohibition of trading stamps by state statute has been
held unconstitutional on the theory that it constitutes unwarranted
and unreasonable use of the police power which interferes with
freedom of contract and the right to acquire property, (e. g. See
Opinion of the Justices, 208 Mass. 607; 1911).

1 State by Richman v. Sperry and Hutchinson Co., 23 N. J., 38, 127 A. 2d 169
(1956), aff’d., 56 N. J. Super. 589, 153 A. 2d 691 (1959)

2 Ala., Cll., Conn., Md., Miss., N. H., N. C., Tenn., Vt., Va., and W. Va.
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This prohibition has not, however, been found to be subject to a
constitutional bar in a few states. Thus, a Wisconsin statute pro-
hibiting all trading stamps except those redeemable for cash was
upheld by a court which reasoned that as long as the state could
regulate the industry, it could regulate the industry out
of existence by prohibiting its operations. Sperry and
Hutchinson Co. v. Weigle, 166 Wise. 613 (1918). But
only a year later the court modified the effect of that earlier de-
cision by allowing operations where a trading stamp company be-
came the redemption agent of those retailers who deposited with
the company enough funds to cover redemptions in cash.

A prohibitive license tax on retailers giving trading stamps was
upheld in Kansas in 1917, the court finding that the question of
the harmfulness of trading stamps to the public should be decided
by the legislature, and that its decision to eliminate any such harm
was not unreasonable. In 1956, as the popularity of stamps grew,
two food chains paid the Kansas tax and issued stamps, but the
1957 legislative sessions directly prohibited such issuance. 1

Another direct prohibition in Wyoming, of trading stamps
redeemable in merchandise has been recently tested and upheld
by the court Steffey v. City of Casper, 357 P. 2d 456 (1960) aff’d
358 P. 2d 951 (1961). The court recognized its minority position
but after thoroughly examining the effect of trading stamps on the
public, concluded that statutory prohibition could be upheld 'because
of four inherent evils involved in trading stamps;

1. The consumer is forced to keep buying to obtain the requisite
number of stamps for redemption.

2. The retailer must distribute stamps in order to meet compe-
tion.

3. The use of trading stamps inevitably leads to higher prices.
4. The use of trading stamps necessitates a greater outlay of

capital, thus forcing the small retailer out of business.
On a rehearing, the discrimination issue faced the court, pre-

sented by the merchant or manufacturer. The exemption was found
justifiable on the ground that the stamps given by a self-redeeming
retailer is a valid discount, but the stamp given by the licensee of

1 Kan. G. S. Ann. ss. 21-2801-2805 (Supp. 1957).
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a trading stamp company results in the hardship of extra cost and
higher prices.

At the close of 1962 only Kansas and Wyoming had directly pro-
hibitive states, the latter state’s prohibition applying only to stamps
redeemable in merchandise.

Shortly after the turn of this century, many attempts were made
in various states to bring the trading stamp within the compass of
lottery or gift enterprise statutes. Massachusetts decisions, already
discussed, illustrate this effort.

A new issue arose when Florida enacted a statute imposing a
prohibitive license tax on trading stamp merchants. The statute
was attacked on constitutional grounds, and along with the statutes
of two other states, their provisions were argued before the United
States Supreme Court. Unlike the state courts, the federal tribunal
viewed trading stamp operations as causing potentially evil effects.
And in the celebrated case of Rost v. Van Deman and Lexois Co.,
240 U. S. 342 (1916), the court upheld the prohibition implicit in
the Florida statute on the grounds that the trading stamp business
was within the regulatory police power of the state.

This adverse view of the United States Supreme Court is often
indicated by the passage from its opinion that trading stamps

tempt by a promise greater than that article Isold) and apparently
not represented in its price, and it hence may be thought that thus by an
appeal to cupidity lure to improvidence” 240 U. S. 365.

Notwithstanding this forceful language, state courts have with
very few exceptions declined to follow the Supreme Court’s reason-
ing. Faced with similar state constitutional issues, only a handful of
state tribunals accepted the Rost decision of 1916 and those came
on the heels of the federal holding. (The Florida Legislature sub-
sequently repealed the law involved). The majority views in most
of these state decisions were decided on the basis of the statute be-
fore the court being discriminatory class legislation.

The main concern of these state courts was equal protection of
the law. Thus they struck down as arbitrary and capricious state
laws that allowed a merchant to issue and redeem his own stamps,
yet prohibited a third party stamp company from doing so. The

State and Federal Decisions and Controls.
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central issue in this line of cases was the power of a legislature to
eliminate the middleman. Legislatures can regulate the middleman
but generally they cannot go so far as to eliminate him. Even
limited regulation requires a clear showing that the public health,
safety or morals are not thereby endangered.

The federal Rast decision, written by Mr. Justice McKenna al-
most a half century ago (in 1916), reflected the attitude of an older
school of thought. Recently his reasoning was sharply criticized
by the Attorney General of Utah in the following terms:

“Justice McKenna’s reasons are not of an economic nature but rather of
the same Victorian morality that felt that minimum wage laws and women
and children’s labor laws were also questionable. It is the sense of gamble
of something for nothing that concerned the court, not the economics of the
situation.”!

During nearly half a century since the Rast decision the vast
majority of the state courts have held statutory prohibition or un-
due restriction of trading stamps to be beyond state police power
and thus unconstitutional. Massachusetts is in line with this major-
ity approach.

The minority view finds such drastic action to be a valid exer-
cise of state police power, and agrees with the characterization
of trading stamps in the Rast decision as being an “appeal to
cupidity and lure to improvidence.” Similarly the minority view
in other cases says that trading stamps produce “provoked and
systemized reckless buying;”2 “encourage indiscriminate and un-
necessary purchasing (and) force other merchants into using
stamps or suffer loss of trade by failure to do so”.3 They were de-
scribed as tools of a business which “is a mere parasite”, 4 that
produce “pernicious and evil effects”5 and take a “large sum of
money . . . from the merchant and his customers” and add to the
gross cost of living of all the people ..

,” 6

These objections have been answered in majority court views
many times over. Firstly, stamp supporters emphasize that the

1 Opinion of the Attorney General of Utah on S. B. 10 and H. B. 44, Feb. 17,
1961.

2 Tanner case, supra.
3 Pitney case, supra.
4 State v. Underwood, 139 La. 288 (1916).
5 State ex rel. Sperry and Hutchinson Co. v. Weagle, 166 Was. 613 (1918).
6 District of Columbia v. Kraft 35 App. D. C. 253. (1910).
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doctrine can easily be carried to the extent of prohibiting all adver-
tising and all sale of luxury articles because they are a lure to ex-
travagance. Secondly, say the stamp supporters, if the profits of a
stamp company obtained through serving as a middleman are to be
the basis of barring such activity, why not dispense with all mid-
dlemen the agents, factors, brokers and commission merchants?
Thirdly, argue stamp advocates, if trading stamps are to be cur-
tailed because merchants are coerced into using them to meet com-
petion, it is only a step further to prohibit any business whose
agents are involved in stimulating commercial rivalry.

Federal Activities re Trading Stamps

Various federal agencies have periodically considered trading
stamps as a competitive device. The Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) investigated the trading stamp industry, including the oper-
ations of such stamp companies. Its basic purpose was to determine
whether the use of trading stamps was an unfair or deceptive prac-
tice under the FTC Act (s. 45a) -

1 On October 3, 1957 it announced
that the Commission “did not consider trading stamp plans in them-
selves to 'be an unfair method of competition under the laws it ad-
ministers, and concluded not to issue any complaints at this time
prohibiting the use of trading stamps.”

In a fairly recent case, United States v. Gasoline Retailers Asso-
ciation, 282 F. 2d. 688. (7th Cir. 1961) it was held that an agree-
ment -between competing gasoline retailers and a labor union pro-
hibiting, among other things, the giving of premiums, including
trading stamps, in connection with retail gasoline sales was per se
a violation of the Sherman Act.

In 1958, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued a state-
ment2 that trading stamps redeemable in cash or merchandise are
not securities within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933.

The Department of Commerce3 in a Bulletin prepared “primarily
to assist the smaller businessman in weighing the advantages and
disadvantages of adopting a stamp plan for his store” counselled
that such a businessman should “have definite assurance of an ex-

1 15 U.S.C.A. s. 45 (a).

2 Release No. 3890, Jan. 21, 1958.
3 Business Service Bulletin 182, Sept. 1956.
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elusive franchise on a continuing basis for your kind of store in
your trading area.”

From the foregoing, obviously the various agencies of the Fed-
eral Government which have expressed themselves to date see noth-
ing illegal or otherwise offensive in trading stamp plans as such.
However, trading stamp operations are currently under study by
the federal government and it is possible that these views may be
modified.

Two recent state court decisions merit special discussion because
they take notice of the spectacular growth of trading stamps dur-
ing the 1950’5. These cases, Steffey v. City of Casper, 357 P. 2d 456
(in Wyoming), and Garden Spot Market, Inc. v. Byrne, 378 P. 2d.
220 (in Montana) were decided in 1960 and 1963, respectively. The
Wyoming decision is the first in more than 40 years to uphold anti-
stamp arguments, while the Montana finding examines the ration-
ale of the Wyoming court and then completely rejects it.

In late 1960, the Wyoming Supreme Court handed down two de-
cisions involving the validity of trading stamps. The first case on
appeal was an action to prevent enforcement of a state law pro-
hibiting, with certain exceptions, the use of trading stamps; a
state district court had held the law to be unconstitutional. In the
second similar case involving an ordinance of the city of Casper
prohibiting the use of trading stamps, with certain exceptions, the
district court held the ordinance valid. The Wyoming Supreme
Court sustained the lower court in the latter Casper case, but re-
versed the district court in the former case.

The plaintiffs in the Casper case were four competing trading
stamp companies, including S & H, and Gold Bond. The court noted
that many decisions across the nation held that merchandising
is not a business affected with a public interest, and that hence leg-
islation concerning it is outside the scope of the police power. The
court agreed that the legislature may reasonably regulate but not
prohibit business, then continued;

the legislature has not prohibited business. It has merely prohibited
an incident to or a particular method in connection with business. That is
merely regulation . . .

regulation necessarily implies restriction in some re-
spects and that means nothing more or less than a partial prohibition. So

Recent Wyoming Stamp Decision
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the question before us is as to whether or not the legislative regulation is
reasonable, and we agree that if it subserves no good purpose but is merely
arbitrary and capricious it should be held to be unconstitutional.

. . . when all of the merchants in the same line of business use these trad-
ing stamps, whatever benefit the use of stamps might have had is apt to be
equalized, resulting in a burden to all the merchants in the same line of
business, and is apt to have a further tendency to increase the price of
goods in order to recoup the cost of the trading stamps and, furthermore,
a tendency to compel some of the merchants to go out of business, thus
decreasing competition, giving those merchants who are able to stay in
business the power to raise the price of goods contrary to the public in-
terest.

The court quoted as follows from District of Columbia v. Kraft
35 App. D. C. 253, (1910), at 269:

An entirely unnecessary middleman, for his own profit solely, has in-
jected himself between the regular merchant on the one hand, and his
customers on the other. He recives $3.50 for every thousand stamps issued
to the cusomers, and redeems such as may be presented, in goods or cash
at $2 per thousand. By this means the corporation

... in the first year of
its intervention received about $12,000, which should have either been
retained by the merchant or received by his customers.

Several other concerns being engaged in the same business, their profits
are probably as great, if not greater. We have then this large sum of money
annually taken from the merchant and his customers, and added to the gross
cost of living of all of the people of the District, without return. Is it not
for the public welfare, in the juridical sense of the term, to prohibit such an
undertaking? We think that it is.

The court also quoted as follows from State v. Wilson, 101 Kan.
789,168 p. 679 (1917):

The trading stamp device offers an inducement to make purchases from
the merchant using them which is not connected with the merits of his
goods, or with his customer’s need of them. It lends itself readily to foster-
ing a belief on the part of the buyer that the stamps cost him nothing
that they are given as lagniappe.

Another case referred to by the court is People v. Victor, 287
Mich. 506, 283 NW 666 (1939) in which the following language in
the dissenting opinion was quoted:

The legislature could have believed that it was contrary to the public in-
terest that citizens should be deceived by trade methods and stratagems into
a mistaken belief that they received something for nothing; that the public
was entitled to know the real price of the commodities it paid for, and
that, in view of the foregoing, it was determined that such businesses were
parasitical and should be eliminated, needless middlemen adding their profits
to the costs of necessities, removed from the stream of trade, and dangers of
price was averted by the enactment of such a statute.
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The court then supplemented these opinions of other courts with
its own opinion, as follows:

. . . the opinions as a whole lead us to believe that legislation which con-
demns the use of trading stamps can hardly be said to be arbitrary and
capricious.

The lure of trading stamps is an evil . . . and the legislature has the right
to suppress it. It is idle to say that the use of trading stamps has the same
effect merely as advertising in the ordinary manner. There is a distinct
difference. The former contains a lure. The other does not . . . the legis-
lature has the right to reasonably equalize opportunities in the economic
field .

.

.

. . . the legislative act under consideration herein is, in part at least, &

nothing less than a fair trade act... ' J'

Most of the cases decided before 1916, said the court, may be
distinguished by reason of the fact that the scope of the police
power was considered much more limited than it is today. In gen-
eral, the court stated, the fundamental thought in cases holding
anti-trade stamp legislation unconstitutional is that such business is
legitimate and that the legislature has no right to interfere there-
with. But, it went on:

. . . After reading the evidence in the Casper case which shows that
merchant after merchant was practically coerced to buy trading stamps to
meet competition, and after reading the many cases on the subject, we think
that we cannot say that the legislation in question here ... is arbitrary or
capricious and has no reasonable relation to the evil sought to be suppressed.

. . . this court should not interpose its economic views when the people of
the state through their legislature have made their choice. The rule is
universal that a statute should not be construed as unconstitutional
unless the unconstitutionality is clear and . . . beyond a reasonable doubt.
We think that the unconstitutionality is not clear or beyond a rea-
sonable doubt . . . Relief, if any, for trading stamp companies

. . . must be
sought at the hands of the legislature . . .

A Montana state law enacted in 1961 subjected its merchants
who use trading stamps to an annual license tax of $lOO plus 2%
of total gross sales during the preceding year. The trial court held
this act unconstitutional, and entered judgments permanently en-
joining enforcement of the act. It had found:

A very recent Montana decision in “The Killum Dead Trading
Stamp Case” 1 rejected the above Wyoming decision.

Montana Stamp Decision

1 Garden Spot Market, Inc. v. Byrne, 378 P. 2d 220 (1963).
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1. In no instance was any evidence offered to the effect that any
merchant who testified increased his retail prices because of the
use of trading stamps.

2. There was no evidence that the use of trading stamps or other
redeemable devices in connection with the retail sale of merchan-
dise or services has any effect upon the retail price of merchan-
dise, services or commodities in Montana.

The trial court also found that the use of trading stamps is a
legitimate method of advertising and promoting sales, and is com-
mon to the conduct of legitimate business enterprises, and then
added:

(a) The Act is a revenue and not a regulatory measure.
(b) Its excessive provisions prohibit legitimate business prac-

tices without such prohibition being necessary to protect the pub-
lic.

(c) License revenue so greatly exceeds administrative costs of
the statute as to demonstrate that the intent of the Act was to
prohibit the use of trading stamps in Monana.

The district court based its unconstitutionality decision on the
following points of law:

1. The Act violates both the 14th Amednment of the U. S. Con-
stitution and the terms of the Montana Constitution, by (a) de-
priving persons of liberty and property without due process of law,
denying them equal protection of the law, and (b) imposing a tax
unrelated to the purpose of the Act.

2. Furthermore the Act violates the Montana Constitution by
(a) imposing an unreasonable and arbitrary discriminative tax, (b)
by levying a tax for a private purpose and (c) by imposing an ex-
cessive fine.

In sustaining the decree of the lower court the Supreme Court
of Montana observed that:

Here, the Legislature by purporting to license, has declared the use of
trading stamps and devices as legitimate. Here the Act ... is not a regula-
Tory measure even in form. In form, other than the title, it is a tax but in
fact, under the evidence in this case, the fee or tax imposed is so high that
it constitutes an effective prohibition of the issuance of all redeemable de-
vices governed by it

any act, purportedly passed under the police power of the state, must
be reasonable and must not be arbitrary or discriminatory.
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Our inquiry then is whether the use of redeemable devices to promote
retail sales is a legitimate and useful business activity, or whether it is a
practice which, in the interest of the general welfare of all the inhabitants
of this state, could be condemned by the Legislature. Of course, we reiterate
that in this most unusual piece of legislation the Legislature, by licensing,
has seemingly declared it legitimate and useful, but by taxing as it did, con-
demns it.

The court went on to point out that with the exception of the
1961 Wyoming court decision1 no case has been decided since
1919 which has upheld the constitutionality of such legislation. In
reaching its decision, the Supreme Court of Montana noted that a
different state of facts existed. In Wyoming, the court found “co-
ercion” by the stamp companies. Also the court in Wyoming dealt
only with facts involving trading stamps and trading stamp com-
panies, while in Montana many non-stamp redeemable devices were
utilized. In Wyoming the statute did not prohibit the use of stamps
redeemable with cash as would the Montana statute.

The court concluded that the Montana act “was properly found
to be unconstitutional as an unreasonable exercise of the police
power as related to the object sought to be obtained, that is, a pro-
hibition of legitimate business practice.”

Among various matters of legal interest involving trading stamps,
the following text discusses the more important aspects.

It has been argued that the practice of trading stamp companies
of granting exclusive franchises to a limited number of retailers
constitutes an unfair business practice since some retailers are
thereby deprived of the opportunity to use the trading stamps of
particular companies. In practice, a stamp company will group re-
tail merchants into classes according to the principal type of busi-
ness done, e. g., grocery stores, drug stores, and launderers. Only
one retailer of each class is then licensed in a defined market area
to distribute the stamps of the licensing stamp company among its

Main Legal Problems

Franchises of Stamp Companies.*

1 Steffey v. City of Casper, supra.
2 For more complete discussion See Clapp’s treatment of The Legality Under

Federal Law of Exclusive Franchises As Used In the Trading Stamp Indus-
try, 23 Ohio St. L, J. 35, 43 (1962).
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customers. At the same time the company agrees that it will not
license any competing retailer in that class to issue its stamps in
the same market area. Of course, to the extent that different types
of retailer-licensees overlap in the kinds of merchandise sold, e.g.,
cosmetics, they are competitors with each other though not com-
peting in their primary lines of business.

This exclusive franchise arrangement is considered to be essen-
tial because the greatest asset of trading stamps is its ability to
direct consumer demand to a particular store.

In considering exclusive franchises, it is important to bear in
mind that they are a form of exclusive representation. They must
be distinguished from exclusive dealing, under which the buyer
agrees to handle the product of one seller only (not generally used
in trading stamp industry).

In exclusive representation, the seller enters into an arrangement
by which he agrees to sell to only one buyer in a particular area or,
as in trading stamps, to a single buyer engaged in a particular type
of business in a particular area.

Two different areas of commerical activity bear consideration in
an appraisal of the legality of franchise agreements in the industry:

1. Competition in the trading stamp business itself.
2. Competition among the retailers in a particular line of busi-

ness, e.g., retail grocery sales.
(It) is well established that an individual seller has a right to select

customers of its choice and to refuse to sell to others, and the exercise of
this right, without more, is not a violation of the anti-trust laws.”i

"Exclusive franchise agreements between sellers and buyers, pursuant to
which the seller selects a particular customer to handle its goods on an ex-
clusive basis in a defined area, have been regarded as being per se legal so
long as they are not used by one who is in a monopoly position, i. e. where
there is no effective competition at either the seller or buyer level.” 2
Of course, this right to enter into exclusive selling arrangements

cannot be exercised as part of a scheme to violate the anti-trust
laws, e.g., to fix prices or to boycott.3

1 Clapp, “Trading Stamps”, 23 Ohio St. L. J. 35, 44 (1962).

2 Ibid, citing Lorain Journal v. United States. 342 U. S. 143, 155 (1951);
Schwing Motor Co. v. Hudson Sales Corp., 138 F. Supp. 899, 902-903 (Md.
1956) aff’d 239 F. 2d 176 (4th Cir. 1956).

3 15 U.S.C.A. ss. 1, 2, 45 (a).
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In a searching analysis of the trading stamp franchise under
federal antitrust laws, 1 it is concluded that the franchise agree-
ments used in the trading stamp industry are not exclusive dealing
contracts and thus do not foreclose any part of the market to the
competitors of any stamp company nor do they foreclose to any
retailer any portion of this market. The most that can be said is
that the effect of the use of such a system by one or more stamp
companies in a given market area is to make it impossible for com-
petitors of the licensees to obtain any of the stamps used by those
having the exclusive licenses.2

While this may hurt competitors insofar as the desired stamps
may be the most popular ones, it does not make illegal the fran-
chise system. The report concludes, “there is no basis in the federal
law for branding their use an ‘unfair method of competition’.”3

Similarly, the complete legality of these exclusive franchises in
the trading stamp business is accepted by the U. S. Senate Com-
mittee on the District of Columbia. The same system of distribu-
tion is common among automobile manufacturers, farm equipment
manufacturers, clothing companies, and small and large appliance
manufacturers, and many other enterprises. The Committee states:

“The fact that the exclusive franchise system of a company
might prevent a retailer from obtaining a particular stamp plan,
is no reason to single out this sales promotion activity for special
legislative treatment.” 4

Another important attack on trading stamps is the contention
that their use in the sale of a “fair-traded” item at its “fair trade”
price constitutes an unlawful price reduction. Trading stamp com-
panies argue that trading stamps are issued as a discount given in
consideration for cash payment, hence do not affect the price of
merchandise.

Effect of Fair Trade Laws.

1 Clapp, supra.

2 Clapp, p. 53.
3 Clapp, p. 54.
4 Senate Report No. 866, Cal. No. 848, 87th Cong. Ist Sess. (1961) p. 3.
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This issue has been the subject of frequent litigation, first, in
Bristol-Myers Co. v. Lit. Bros., 336 Pa. 81 (1939) 9 The plaintiff
argued that the issuance of trading stamps resulted in a price reduc-
tion below that fixed by the plaintiff under the Pennsylvania fair
trade act. The court rejected this argument on the grounds that
stamps are essentially a storewide promotion device rather than a
price-cutting instrument. The issuing of stamps, the court said, was
within the sphere of legitimate competition and did not amount to
a sale of any commodity at less than the stipulated price.

A similar result was reached in the California case of Weco
Products Co. v. Mid-City Cut Rate Drug Stores. 2 There it was held
that stamps were a discount for prompt payment and as such do
not affect price. Hence, “the giving of trading stamps . . . does not
affect a reduction in the price of articles sold such as to constitute
a violation of the Fair Trade Act”. The New Hampshire Supreme
Court ruled that “the giving of stamps comes to no more than a
normal cash discount, which has never been regarded as an un-
fair practice any more than the extension of credit . .

.”3

A contrary result is suggested in Bristol-Myers v. Pinker, de-
cided by the New York Court of Appeals. That court held that cash
register receipts redeemable in merchandise, when issued in con-
nection with fair traded articles sold at minimum prices fixed by
the manufacturer, violated the New York price maintenance law.

The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court held to the same
effect with respect to trading stamps in Colgate-Palmolive Co. v.
Elm Farms Foods Co.,5 rejecting the argument that giving trading
stamps was merely a service designed to compete with services
rendered by other retailers. If this argument were accepted, the
court felt, anyone selling below the fair trade price could be charac-
terized as merely trying to attract customers from stores rendering
service. A reduction in the fair trade price for any purpose was
said to be a violation of the fair trade law.

1 This holding was followed by the Pennsylvania Court in Gever v. American
Stores, 387 Pa. 206 (1956).

* 55 Cal App. 2d 684 (1942).
3 Corning Glass Works v. Max Dichter Co., Inc. 102 NH 505 (1960).
* 302 N. Y. 61 (1950).
5 337 Mass. 221 (1958).
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In cases involving price laws other than fair trade laws the
courts have held that the issuance of trading stamps did not re-
sult in an unlawful reduction of price so as to violate such laws.
Thus the California Unfair Practices Act was not violated by issu-
ance of trading stamps since they were a lawful cash discount;1

the New Jersey Motor Fuels Act was not violated by issuance of
trading stamps since they were a cash discount and not an abate-
ment or rebate; 2 and the Oklahoma sales-below-cost act was not
violated by trading stamps because they do not amount to price
cutting.3

The books issued by the large stamp companies to facilitate
the saving of stamps received from retailers all contain substan-
tially the following notice:

Neither the stamps nor the books are sold to merchants, collectors or any
other persons, at all times the title thereto being expressly reserved in the
Companies, and the right to possession thereof is reserved to it, subject to
the rights of the merchants and their customers under the contracts with
the Companies. The stamps are issued to you as evidence of cash pay-
ment to the merchants issuing the same. The only right which you acquire
in said stamps is to paste them in books like this and present them to us for
redemption. You must not dispose of them or make any further use of them
without our consent in writing. We will in every case, where application
is made to us give you permission to turn over your Stamps to any other
bona-fide collector of Gold Bond Stamps; but if the stamps or the books
are transferred without our consent, we reserve the right to restrain their
use by, or take them from other parties. It is to your interest that you
fill the book, and personally derive the benefits and advantages of redeem-
ing it.

In substance this notice indicates that the stamp companies do
not sell their stamps, either to merchants or to consumers. Legal
title to the stamps is reserved in the stamp company and they are
convenient tokens which are only valuable in the market when
redeemed for merchandise.

The reason for this control provision is of interest. Considerable
litigation has taken place because of so called stamp exchanges in
which both retail merchants and imaginative persons make un-

Rights to Transfer Stamps.

1 Food & Grocery Bureau Inc. v. Garfield, .20 Cal. 2d 228 (1942).

2 Sperry & Hutchinson Co. v. Margetts, 15 N. J. 203 (1954).
3 Safeway Stores, Inc. v. Oklahoma Retail Grocers’ Assn., 322 P 2d 179 (1957).
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authorized use of stamps. This notice does not concern consumers
who, as bonafide savers, exchange stamps among themselves, or
non-saving consumers who give their stamps to stamp savers.
Likewise, the notice is not meant to apply to those groups of stamp
savers who give them to others for non-profit or charitable pur-
poses, for example, pooling books to buy a useful gift for a
school or church.

Rather, it is when stamps are transferred to others for business
purposes that stamp companies bring legal actions to stifle such
activity. This situation may come about in several ways but most
often by a merchant who will issue stamps without having been
licensed, or by a merchant who will exchange or redeem the
stamps again without authority, or by a person who will exchange
stamps of various companies for a fee in order to make a profit.

Among the stamp companies S&H in particular has acted force-
fully to restrict the transferability of its stamps, on the grounds
that restriction of “unauthorized trafficking in its stamps goes to
the very essence of the trading stamp business.” 1 The company
points out that retail clients use S&H stamps to promote their
business. A primary advantage of stamps as a promotional device
is that customers who receive a given stamp will seek to fill their
books more quickly when their patronage is confined to stores
licensed to issue that particular stamp. But if it becomes legally
possible for a competitor of a licensed client to buy, exchange or
redeem stamps, the company’s client loses the primary advantage
of the stamps he pays for and distributes because his customers
would no longer be induced to patronize his store to fill the saver
books. This would neutralize the effect of stamps as a promotional
device for the merchant.

Another possibility is that an exclusive franchise could be de-
stroyed by a competitor of the stamp company’s client. For ex-
ample, this competitor can take trading stamps in redemption,
for distribution himself in his sales. This action destroys the value
of the stamps to the client. Those activities have been before the
courts on complaints of unfair competition and the courts have

1 Memorandum to Legislative Research Council, December 31, 1963.
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enjoined them. 1 Case law on this point is, however, still developing
and the eventual view of the courts is not yet clear.

Recent litigation illustrates the concern of the stamp com-
panies on this score. In 1962 an enterprising New York individual
was jailed for contempt of court when, despite issue of an injunc-
tion, he continued to do business in the unauthorized exchange
of trading stamps of all companies at a fee of ten cents per sixty
stamps. This service had two notable effects: (1) savers filled
their books more rapidly without being tied to any given mer-
chant or stamp, and (2) the number of unredeemed stamps was
reduced, because shoppers who picked up a few stamps of a kind
they do not ordinarily save could trade them rather than discard
them. While the consumers and the clearinghouse operator were
clear beneficiaries of such service, the stamp companies and their
clients were obviously being hurt. S&H brought legal action which
resulted in the court injunction which has been described. The
bases of the court’s action were stated to be “unfair competition,
misappropriation of the plaintiff’s goodwill and unjustified in-
terference with its contracts with its licensees and with its stamp
collectors.”2

If the issue at stake here is eventually decided by the courts
against the stamp companies, they would be dealt a crucial blow.
Thus, S&H states that “the right of trading stamps to prevent
such unauthorized trafficking in their stamps is absolutely es-
sential; without it the trading stamp business could not operate
successfully.” 3

A similar episode has occurred on a much larger scale in connec-
tion with a large discount chain of stores operating in New Jersey.
The chain issued its own stamps, but also exchanged stamps of
other companies for their own with any five dollar purchase. In
two separate actions, S&H sued the chain in Morris County, and
Merchants Green Trading Stamps Company sued in Hudson County.
S&H was successful in getting the equity court to enjoin the dis-
count house as engaged in unfair competition.

1 See Sperry & Hutchinson Company v. Louis Weber & Co. 161 Fed. 219;
Sperry & Hutchinson Company v. Temple, 137 Fed. 922.

2 Sperry & Hutchinson Vo. v. Berkeley, d/b/a National Stamp Bank, (N. Y.
Supreme Court, Oneida County, May 1,1963).

3 Memorandum to Legislative Research Council, Supra p. 15.
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The basis of the action was the interference with the contract
between S&H and its licensees causing an appropriation of bene-
fits of the stamp company’s system. On the other hand, the Hud-
son County Superior Court denied the injunction sought by Mer-
chants Green Stamps on virtually the same complaint. That court
rejected the claim of unfair competition and ruled that the ex-
change by the chain store of its stamps for those of Merchants
was the exercise of a non-tortious business ingenuity which lacked
any malicious intent or unfair practice. 1 In denying injunctive
relief, it did instruct the chain store to make it clear to the public
seeking to exchange the stamps that its operations were expressly
not authorized by the stamp company. However, the real issue
seems to have been avoided, namely, whether the store could legally
take the trading stamps from the buying public for redemption.
If the argument of trading stamp companies that their stamps are
non-transferable is legally valid, the store’s right to redemption
is voidable. The question of notice (the printed notice in the col-
lector’s book) then can become crucial. Assuming, however, that
a court finds that notice is a binding restriction on the saver’s
right to transfer, there is still the question of enforcing the re-
striction.

It has been argued that at least three factors operate to make the
non-transferabiliity clause in the printed notice unenforcible. 2

Briefly, they are: (1) There is no indication on the face of the
stamp to give any idea of such limitation; (2) the customer does
not assent to the limitations, having no real understanding as to
the restrictions; (3) acquiescence by stamp companies in trans-
fers among collectors easily amounts to a waiver of the terms.

The New Jersey cases were consolidated on appeal but were
remanded for trial by the Supreme Court of New Jersey without
any decision. Subsequently, the cases were settled before trial.
Though the legal issues in those cases are now moot, the general
consensus of those who have studied the problem seems to be that
certain valuable interests are to be protected by upholding re-
straints on the transferability of the stamps. If one can obtain

1 Merchants Green Trading Stamp Co. v. Vornado, Inc., 75 N. J. Super. 523,
183 A. 2d 489 (1962).

2 See Stephen C. Bower, Notre Dame Lawyer, March, 1963.
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these stamps without patronizing the particular outlet authorized
to distribute them, and which is paying for this privilege in the
hope of increased business, then the value or incentive for the
continuance of the plan by the merchant is effectively stiflled.

Another important recurring question related to stamp com-
pany operations is the rate of redemption and the alleged bonanza
accruing to the companies from unredeemed stamps. Critics have
long argued that companies enjoy a substantial windfall from un-
redeemed stamps which should escheat to the state because they
represent rights to unclaimed property of the consuming public.
This proposition raises both legal and practical problems.

(a) Legal Problems. Escheat laws are directed at abandoned
property. In the language of the law, an escheat proceeding is in es-
sence a proceeding in rem which applies to abandonedproperty. For
a state to have escheat jurisdiction, it must have power over the
property it seeks to escheat. There are two essentials of jurisdiction;
first, the state must seize the res at the beginning of its suit; second,
there must be reasonable notice and opportunity to be heard.1 The
first problem, then, is whether or not the state can meet the two
jurisdictional requirements of res and situs when it seeks to escheat
unredeemed trading stamps.

In a trading stamp setting these considerations involve various
jurisdictional problems. Thus the largest trading stamp companies
operate either on a national or multi-state basis. Many stamps
issued within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, for example,
may now be in the unredeemed saver books of nearby residents
of five neighboring states (N.Y., Conn., R. 1., Vt., or N.H.) who do
much of their shopping in Massachusetts border communities such
as Pittsfield, Springfield and Lawrence. Or they may have already
been redeemed outside Massachusetts at redemption centers in
Albany, or Hartford or Pawtucket or Nashua. A California legisla-
tive committee studying the escheat problem concluded that record
keeping to cope with such problems is virtually impossible and
“Unless some accurate means of locating stamps which have not

Unredeemed Stamps and Escheat

i Security Bank v. California, 263 U.S. 282. (1923).
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been redeemed within one year after the date of issuance can be
devised, there are serious doubts that the jurisdictional require-
ments for escheat can be met.”1

Many trading stamps are accumulated over a long period of
time to meet the stamp requirements for the more pretentious
merchandise listed in stamp company redemption catalogs. In such
cases the unredeemed stamps cannot be viewed as abandoned
property at the end of the year from date of issuance merely be-
cause the stamp saver has not yet redeemed them.

A few years ago in State by Richman v. Sperry & Hutchinson
Co., 23 N.J. 38, 127 A2d 169 (1956), aff’d, 56 N.J. Super. 589, 153A.
2d 691 (1959), New Jersey sought to include such unclaimed funds
within its escheat statute on the grounds that this reserve in the
company represented abandoned property.

The state argued that the issuing of stamps was a closed cash
discount transaction, the discount being fully earned upon the pay-
ment of the purchase price. The issued stamp, it was argued, is
evidence of a fixed property right in the purchaser, fully vested
when he surrenders his privilege of buying on credit. Consequently,
each stamp, although intrinsically worthless, is “something for
something.” By analogizing trading stamps to other choses in ac-
tion which represent immediate fixed obligations upon issuance,
the state contended that S & H was bound to redeem every stamp.

It was further argued that the state, standing in the stead of
non-consumers, would not be required to present full books for
redemption in order to escheat the reserve funds because of its
ultimate possessory power over previously vested rights in these
citizens. S& H answered that although the stamp itself was in-
deed the escheatable object, it was not a fixed and definite “debt”
as are other admittedly escheatable objects such as stock dividends.
Therefore, once the company has delivered the stamps to the re-
tailer with a promise to redeem, its contract is fully executed with
the retailer. In practical effect, the consumer who ultimately re-
ceives the stamps in connection with his purchase becomes a third
party beneficiary to the contract. As such, however, he does not

1 Report of the Assembly Interim Committee on Governmental Efficiency and
Economy on Trading Stamps. 1959. California Assembly, p. 91.
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initially possess a direct right against the company, but rather a
right residing in the stamp itself which ripens only upon presenta-
tion of a requisite number of stamps to the company for redemp-
tion. S & H further urged that the accumulation of a full book
of stamps is more than a mechanical condition in the enforcement
of a right; it is a prerequisite to the existence of any debt right
against the company.

As additional evidence that no debt is owing to the consumer,
S & H points out that its initial obligation to the consumer, ex-
pressly stipulated in the company-retailer contract, is not definite.
By its terms, the company reserves the right to alter the redemp-
tion value of the stamp at any time prior to redemption.

The New Jersey court decided that its statute does not escheat
balances of an individual or corporation merely because the funds
cannot be accounted for. It does escheat property owned by or
owed to persons known or unknown, and deemed to have been
abandoned by them. The right of the state is purely derivative,
taking no greater or higher interest than the unknown or absentee
owner. Escheatable property, if any exists, is that which the recipi-
ent of the stamp had and did not see fit to redeem, not the balance
in the company’s hands set aside for their possible redemption. The
court stated:

The statute cannot create or revive obligations which never existed, and
by statute, contract and practice, the cash or merchandise can only go to
the collector of the stamps upon presentation of stamps as required thereby.

In this case all the state can show is that in the past the company has
issued a certain number of stamps to its licensees who are presumed to
have passed them on to their customers, and that approximately five per-
cent of those issued have not been redeemed.

Thus the state lost in its escheat attempt due to the generality
of the statute and its inability to show a fixed obligation residing
in the stamp company.

About the same time that the New Jersey decision came down,
a California Senate committee reporting on proposals to regulate
trading stamps took a contrary view on escheat proposals.1 The
committee felt that the technical objective of an escheat would not
1 Proposals to Regulate Trading Stamps. Report by the California Senate

Interim Committee on business and professions. Created by Sen. Resol.
144 of 1957. April 3, 1958, pp. 54-61.
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be the stamps but their value the obligations which they repre-
sent. Stamps, the committee said, were only symbols of that value

mere receipts for cash discounts. But if a new statute defined
vital relationships and required that a fund be established to re-
deem such obligations, the committee felt that present jurisdictional
problems could be overcome. For the fund would constitute the res,
the subject of escheat, and there would then be an analogy between
trading stamps and bank deposits. Physical presentation of the
stamps would not appear to be necessary where the res is the fund.
In such case, statutory enactment could assure that the situs and
res be within jurisdictional control of the state seeking escheat.

The California committee admitted that the big practical prob-
lem would be to protect the stamp company from double liability
first to the state by escheat and later to the stamp saver on the
same obligation. The committee suggested that the company might
be protected from such double liability by some method of identi-
fying the stamps but its description of this approach is not ade-
quate to evaluate its practicality as a solution of the problem.

A Massachusetts Statute of 1958 (C. 632) provides that the cash
value of the stamp be printed on its face and that redemption be
provided for in nominal numbers thus removing the objection that
the obligations are not fixed and definite. Stamp savers must pre-
sent at least 25 cents worth of stamps before they are entitled to
redeem them for cash. 1 Legislation has been proposed that would
require that the date and state of issue appear on the face of the
stamp, and that the stamp companies periodically account for the
number of stamps issued during the statutory period. In that way
an accurate assessment might be made of a particular company’s
escheatable obligations.

The implementation of the latter proposals, however, pose diffi-
cult practical problems. As argued by the stamp companies, escheat
legislation requiring them to check individual stamps for date of
issue as against date of redemption would be manifestly prohibitive
due to the commercial impracticality of minutely scrutinizing every
stamp in every stamp book presented for redemption. This is dis-
cussed below. Further, if the five percent stamp reserves are es-
cheated, it is suggested that the premium value to the consumer

1 G.L. c. 93, s. 14M
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will have to be decreased since the profit margin of the company
will have been markedly diminished.

Should specific statutory language be able to create a “debt”
in the stamp company, the fact that non-redemption reserves
represent the property of consumer-citizens of several states does
not constitutionally prevent the state of incorporation from validly
claiming such reserves under its escheat statute. 1 The Supreme
Court of the United States has held that the state of incorporation
possesses power to seize such unclaimed debts or demands against
a resident corporation under its escheat laws, and that this es-
cheat must be given “full faith and credit,” even though the
certificates of indebtedness (stamps) represent the unclaimed
property of foreign citizens. 2 This possibility gives rise to the
suggestion that an estimated percentage of “finally” unredeemed
stamps be used as a basis of escheat subject to a state refund
should the company prove the percentage figure is too high.

(b) The Practical Problems as Viewed by Stamp Companies.
Stamp companies argue that it is impossible, for the large com-
panies at least, to determine exactly how many of a particular
company’s stamps outstanding will eventually remain unredeemed.
They state that this could be determined only when and if a com-
pany goes out of business. In such case, the company would be
redeeming its stamps without issuing new ones and after a period
of years when redemption would decrease to a mere trickle, a fairly
accurate estimate could be made of the number of stamps that will
never be presented for redemption.

Statistics relating to two such companies have been submitted
to the Legislative Research Bureau.3 The Ed Schuster Company
issued stamps for 17 years and redeemed them for a period of 30
years. A total of 99.5 % of all stamps issued were finally redeemed.
The McKelvey Company issued stamps for 30 years, redeemed
them for 40 years and ultimately 98.2% of its stamps were re-
turned.

1 4 B.C. Comm. & Ind. L. Rev. 637 (1963)

2 State by Parsons v. Standard Oil Co., 5 N.J. 281, 74 A 2d 565 (1950) aff’d,
341 U.S. 428 (1951)

3 Memorandum submitted by Top Value Enterprises, Inc., to the Legislative
Research Council, March 2, 1964.
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As long as new stamps are issued, the companies argue, they
cannot determine the precise number never redeemed unless some
practical means are devised to segregate them from previous issues.
There is, of course, no difficulty in keeping records on the number
of stamps Issued annually and the number redeemed annually.
However, the companies assert, there is no way of knowing ex-
actly how many stamps issued in a given year will never be re-
deemed because stamps do not carry their date of issue and even if
they did, a physical count of the stamps, as they are redeemed,
classified by their dates of issue, would be so time-consuming and
burdensome that, as a practical matter, it would be impossible.
Stamp companies flatly assert that the practical burden and ex-
pense which would be imposed on a trading stamp company by
any form of escheat legislation would be so enormous as to pre-
clude operations. One company has illustrated the problem in
substance as follows; For escheat legislation to apply to unre-
deemed stamps, each stamp would have to bear the date and State
of issuance. Since the stamps are printed in large volumes at one
time for future use, the task of stamping the actual date and
place of issuance on each stamp would fall to the retail user. To
impose such a burden on a retail merchant in view of his use of
stamps as a competitive, promotional device would be unreasonable.
At the redemption end, each stamp would have to be examined,
listed, and pertinent information recorded a task that would
consume a minimum of five seconds per stamp, or with a 1,500
stamp-filled book about two hours. Inasmuch as companies issue
billions of stamps each year the cost of record keeping required
by escheat legislation would be prohibitive. (The Sperry & Hutch-
inson Company claims it issues more stamps annually than does
the United States Post Office Department; Top Value Enterprises
claims it issues and redeems more than 50 billion stamps in a year).

Even if such legislative proposal were enacted, it would face a
certain test in a court of equity and it is doubtful that any court
would be persuaded that such a requirement is a reasonable bur-
den for stamp companies to bear.

(c) Legislative Committee Findings. Of interest are findings
of Michigan and Connecticut legislative committees on this aspect
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of trading stamps. A select committee of the Michigan Senate
had this to say regarding unredeemed trading stamps: 1

The anti-stamp forces continue to assert that redemptions are low with
resulting excessive profits inuring to the sole benefit of the trading stamp
company. This Committee has found a paucity of evidence, if any, in sup-
port of these charges. Evidence marshalled from the . . . (22 Michigan
companies)

.
.

. shows all of these companies, except two, reporting re-
demptions of 90% or more. It can be presumed that this evidence gives a
minimum redemption rate since the Internal Revenue Service would im-
pose a greater federal corporate income tax upon these companies if it
could show a lower redemption rate.

There have been many published statements as to the redemption of
trading stamps, but most of them have been based upon unsubstantiated
and often non-objective estimates. The most reliable estimates have come
from persons engaged in academic research. Harvey L. Vredenburg, Associ-
ate Professor, State University of lowa, who studied the subject matter
of trading stamp programs for over a year . . . has given an estimate of
95% redemption of trading stamps for the large stamp companies and 75%
for small companies.

The difficulty in obtaining exact statistics on trading stamp redemption
is due to the fact that there are two classes of unredeemed stamps; those
that are in process of collection and that will after some period be re-
deemed; and those that will never be redeemed because of being lost or
destroyed. The trading stamp company with several years of experience
can prove that the percentage of stamps that will never be redeemed is
very small. But there is always at any given time a large number of
stamps outstanding that will be redeemed. The number of these stamps
that will never be redeemed cannot be known exactly because the average
period during which a stamp is held by a collector before it is redeemed
cannot be known precisely. It is therefor necessary to estimate ultimate
redemption rates on the basis of experience, and the experience of the
older companies is therefore persuasive.

The evidence presented to the Michigan Committee indicates
that a trading stamp company must have high redemptions in
order to be successful in the long run, since the customer does
not consider the stamps as valuable until they have been redeemed.
Unless customers value the stamps, they will not have the intended
beneficial promotional effect for the retailer, who is the stamp
company’s customer. It is reasonable to conclude, the committee
continued, that any trading stamp company that intends to prosper
over the long run will make every effort to have a high rate of
redemption of its stamps.

1 Supplementary Report of Select Committee Studying Trading Stamps.
Michigan Senate Journal. No. 141, Sept. 16, 1959.
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The results of the investigation of this Committee do not convince us
that a significant percentage of stamps are never redeemed or that the
trading stamp companies are earning excessive profits from this source.
On the same subject the Connecticut Legislative Council in late

19601 stated:
The Council cannot overlook the recent court decisions throughout the coun-

try holding that unredeemed trading stamps are not subject to lawful forfei-
ture by escheat due to lack of ascertainable ownership. Moreover, unredeemed
trading stamps do not constitute specifically identifiable property which
could be subject to escheat and custody by the state. The right of the state
in such trading stamps is extremely difficult to ascertain, (emphasis added).

The Council is also of the opinion that the dating of trading stamps to
establish a cut-off date of redemption privilege and to ascertain the cohate
(sic) right of the state in the property probably would circumvent the
escheat problem to the advantage of the state. However, the administra-
tive problems involved in the regulation and control of such a stamp dating
program would be tremendously complicated and practically unfeasible.

In 1956, the Legislative Research Bureau of Massachusetts
pointed out certain salient points with respect to the percentage of
unredeemed stamps that still hold today.2 First, the percentage of
redemption of the large stamp companies is quite high, probably
exceeding 90%.3 Second, the percentage of redemption of the small
companies is considerably lower because their retailers and places
of redemption are fewer and more widely scattered.4 Third, the
large stamp companies do the bulk of the total business, hence the
average percentage of redemption is undoubtedly fairly high. Fin-
ally, it would be pure conjecture in the light of available informa-
tion to pinpoint the exact percentage of unredeemed stamps in
Massachusetts and then apply that percentage against an estimated
total stamp business of some $3O million in 1962.

1 Ninth Biennial Report, Dec. 5, 1960, p. 161.
2 See Report on the Use and Redemption of Merchandise Stamps. Legislative

Research Council, April 13, 1956 (mimeo). 1962 stamp sales figures are used
in place of original figures.

3 Large companies contend that their redemption percentage is 95% or more.
Cf. p. 84 Supra.

4 There are exceptions. See Frontier Saving Stamps, Inc. v. Comm, of Internal
Revenue, 60-20 CCH U.S. Tax cases, p. 9654 (1960) where the court found
the redemption figure to be 95%.

To benefit consumers the former President of the Massachusetts
Stamp Transferability (Senate, No. 363 of 1963).
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Senate introduced Senate Bill No. 363 of 1963.1 This bill would re-
quire all of the trading stamp companies doing business in Mas-
sachusetts to redeem the trading stamps of other such companies
either in cash value or in merchandise on the same basis that ap-
plies to the issuing trading stamp company.

As a result, a consumer who concentrates, for example, on saving
S & H Green stamps, but occasionally acquires a few Plaid stamps
or Top Value stamps, could use the latter stamps toward acquisition
of a premium at an S & H redemption center. The language of the
bill is quoted below; it does not indicate how the redemption pro-
cess wouldbe worked out:

No trading stamp company distributing or redeeming trading stamps in
the commonwealth shall refuse to redeem trading stamps issued by any
other such trading stamp company, but shall redeem such stamps for the
cash value thereof, as printed upon their face, or in merchandise of a value
equivalent to that which the trading stamp company issuing such stamps
would have redeemed such stamps for. (New G. L. c. 93, s. 14M).

The arguments in favor of the proposal are obvious. Such an ar-
rangement would permit stamp savers to fill their books faster, and
would, in the case of aggressive savers, allow greater freedom in
shopping habits without impairing the rate of stamp accumulation.

To the stamp companies, however, the bill is anathema. Two
companies have flatly stated that the enactment of the bill would
cause them to cease operations in Massachusetts. Other comments
range from “unconstitutional,” to “unrealistic,” “impractical,” and
“unworkable.”

The main objections to the bill advanced by stamp companies
are:

(1) It would require each stamp company to honor the obliga-
tions of others which is an unjustifiable burden.

(2) It would impair the operation of stamp company contracts,
which is unconstitutional.

(3) It would impose a practical burden on stamp companies so
extensive that companies not only could not operate profitably but
could not operate at all.

As to the first objection, various stamp companies have stressed
to the Legislative Research Bureau the devastating effect such a

i Proposed Amendment to G. L. c. 93, s. 14M.
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provision would have on stamp companies by presenting analogies
of the bill’s provisions to other types of business. Thus, as applied
to savings banks, the provisions of the bill would compel every
savings bank operating in Massachusetts to honor the pass book of
every other savings bank doing business in this state and, upon
presentation of the pass book, pay to another bank’s depositor the
amount deposited in the other bank. As applied to insurance com-
panies, every insurance company selling insurance policies or pay-
ing claims under such policies in Massachusetts would be required
to pay claims under policies issued by other insurance companies
and in the amount that other companies would have had to pay.
Such legislation, it is added, would then justify a legislative require-
ment that Christmas gift certificates be honored at any department
store doing business in Massachusetts regardless of from what
other Massachusetts store the certificate was purchased.

The principle embodied in the proposal was before the Massa-
chusetts Supreme Judicial Court some time ago in Attorney Gen-
eral v. Boston and Albany RR Co., 160 Mass. 62. (1893). In that
case, a law had been enacted compelling all railroads in the Com-
monwealth to honor and redeem the railroad passenger tickets is-
sued by every other railroad operating in Massachusetts. The Court
held the statute unconstitutional. The decision, unusually long for
the Massachusetts Court, pointed out that the effect of the statute
was to apply and appropriate individual property to the public use,
with neither the owner’s consent nor legal provisions for reasonable
compensation.

An example of impractical features of the proposal coupled with
an undue burden on the business is illustrated by one stamp com-
pany, as follows: There is no common denominator among stamp
companies with respect to the cash value of their stamps or the
value of merchandise offered at redemption centers. Thus, confin-
ing the illustration to just four stamp companies, one offers about
2800 items in its current catalogue; a second has about 2000; a third
has some 1350; and the fourth about 1200. These, and other stamp
companies, vie with each other in offering a broad selection of lead-
ing merchandise “not infrequently at different redemption rates.” 1

1 Memorandum, Top Value Enterprises, March 2, 1964.
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Because this is a part of the competition existing between stamp
companies, the proposal to “require all companies to redeem each
other’s stamps would eliminate one of the most important competi-
tive features of the stamp business.” 1

The proposal would in effect require employees at redemption
centers to be knowledgeable as to the book value of every item
offered by other stamp companies since the bill provides that
stamps be redeemed “in merchandise of a value equivalent to that
which the trading stamp company issuing such stamps would have
redeemed such stamps for.”

Yet another objection attaches to this aspect of the bill. A small
stamp company or a merchant issuing his own stamps may well be
forced out of business if large numbers of saver books containing
stamps issued by other companies were presented to it for redemp-
tion.

A further observation by stamp companies is that the company
required to redeem stamps of another, would have no guarantee of
reimbursement for this service. While the issuing company re-
ceives the benefit of proceeds of the sales, the redeeming com-
pany is left to its own ingenuity in collecting expenses of redemp-
tion.

As to the second objection, it is argued that the bill would violate
Article I, Section 10 of the United States Constitution which pro-
vides that no state shall pass any laws impairing the operation of
contracts. One of the invariable provisions of contracts between
stamp companies and their licensees is that the issuing stamp com-
pany is the exclusive redeemer of its stamps. The famous Dart-
mouth College decision and other landmark cases2 are cited to sup-
port their contention that legislative abrogation of such contracts
is unconstitutional.

As to the third objection, the impracticality of the bill is stressed
by almost all stamp companies. Since the cash value of stamps
varies among companies, the problem of sorting out stamps at a
redemption center and assigning a value to each would be insur-

1 Ibid.
2 Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. 518; Worthem Co. v.

Kavanaugh, 295 U. S. 56; Wasser v. Congregation Agudath Sholem, 262
Mass. 235.
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mountable. The problem would be compounded where stamps of
two or more companies are intermingled in the same book. Com-
panies are uniform in their opinion that the man hours involved
in meeting the requirements of such a provision would make it
commercially impractical to continue doing business.

However, it is further argued that these type laws “which im-
pose unreasonably severe burdens on trading stamp companies, or
which have the effect of unduly restricting or prohibiting the issu-
ance of trading stamps, are unconstitutional and void.”

In their interpretation of the law of the Commonwealth the
courts make clear that not only may trading stamp companies car-
ry on their business in this state but also that there shall be no
unreasonable interference with their operations. 1 The language
used in one such interpretation is again quoted below;

The circumstance that a business is affected with a public interest does
not make legally possible every legislative regulation. All such regulations
must be reasonable in their nature, directed to the prevention of real evils
and adapted to the accomplishment of their avowed purpose. Under the
guise of protecting the general welfare there cannot be arbitrary inter-
ference with business or irrational or unnecessary restriction.

1 Sperry and Hutchinson Co. v. Director of the Division on the Necessaries of
Life, 307 Mass. 408. (1940).
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SENATE NO. 363 of 1963

Be it enacted by the Senate and Home of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

Section 14M of chapter 93 of the General Laws is hereby
amended by adding at the end the following paragraph:

No trading stamp company distributing or redeeming trading
stamps in the commonwealth shall refuse to redeem trading stamps
issued by any other such trading stamp company, but shall redeem
such stamps for the cash value thereof, as printed upon their face,
or in merchandise of a value equivalent to that which the trading
stamp company issuing such stamps would have redeemed such
stamps for.

APPENDIX A

AN ACT REQUIRING TRADING STAMP COMPANIES TO
REDEEM TRADING STAMPS OF OTHER SUCH COMPANIES
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HOUSE NO. 2764 of 1963

RESOLVE PROVIDING AN INVESTIGATION AND STUDY BY
A SPECIAL COMMISSION OF THE RULES AND REGULA-
TIONS GOVERNING THE ISSUANCE OF TRADING STAMPS

AND OTHER MATTERS RELATING THERETO.

Resolved, That an unpaid special commission, to consist of two
members of the senate, three members of the house of representa-
tives, the commissioner of commerce or his designee, and three
persons to be appointed by the governor, is hereby established for
the purpose of providing for an investigation and study relative to
the rules and regulations governing the Issuance of trading stamps,
the method of selecting the stores and businesses authorized to
issue various stamps and such other matters relating thereto as
such commission shall deem advisable.

APPENDIX B
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MASSACHUSETTS STATUTE REGULATING
TRADING STAMP COMPANIES

(G. L. c. 93, ss. 14L 14R)

The following words as used in this section and in sections M to
fourteen R, inclusive, shall, unless the context otherwise requires,
have the following meanings:

“Trading stamp”, any stamp or similar device issued in connec-
tion with the retail sale of merchandise or service, as a cash dis-
count or for any other marketing purpose, which entitles the right-
ful holder, on its due presentation for redemption, to receive mer-
chandise, service or cash. This term, however, shall not mean any
redeemable device used by the manufacturer or packer of an article
in advertising or selling it, or any redeemable device issued and
redeemed by a newspaper, magazine or other publication.

“Trading stamp company”, any person engaged in distributing
trading stamps for retail issuance by others, or in redeeming
trading stamps for retailers, in any way or under any guise.

No trading stamp company shall distribute trading stamps in
the commonwealth or shall redeem trading stamps issued therein,
unless each such stamp has legibly printed upon its face in cents
or any fraction thereof a cash value as determined by said com-
pany. The said company shall, at the option of the rightful holder
of such stamps, redeem the stamps in cash when duly presented for
redemption in a number having an aggregate cash value of not
less than twenty-five cents.

S. IJfL. Conflict of Laws

APPENDIX C

S. UfM. Distribution and Redemption of Trading Stamps; Print-
ing, Minimum Value.
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No trading stamp company shall distribute or redeem trading
stamps in the commonwealth until it has filed with the state treas-
urer

(a) A statement of registration accompanied by representative
samples of its stamps, stamp collection books, stamp redemption
catalogues, and stamp distribution and redemption agreement
forms, currently used in the commonwealth. Each such statement
shall provide the following information:— (1) the name and prin-
cipal address of the company; (2) the state of its incorporation or
origin; (3) the names and addresses of its principal officers, part-
ners or proprietors; (4) the address of its principal office in the
commonwealth; (5) the name and address of its principal officer,
employee or agent therein; (6) the addresses of its places of busi-
ness within the commonwealth Where stamps are redeemable; (7)
a short form of its balance sheet, as at the end of its last fiscal year
prior to such filing, certified by an independent public accountant
and (8) unless the principal sum of the bond to be filed by the
company is the maximum amount hereinafter required, a state-
ment of its gross income from its business in the commonwealth
during such last fiscal year, certified by an independent public
accountant; and, simultaneously therewith —•

(b) A bond payable to the state treasurer, duly executed by the
company and a corporate surety qualified to do business in the
commonwealth, conditioned upon the performance by the company
of its obligation to redeem trading stamps issued by retailers in
the commonwealth when duly presented by the rightful holders
for redemption. Retailers in possession of trading stamps distrib-
uted by the company for issuance to their customers shall for this
purpose be deemed rightful holders. The principal sum of the bond
shall be as follows: If the company has not previously done busi-
ness in the commonwealth, or if the company’s gross income from
its business in the commonwealth during such last fiscal year was
not in excess of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars, twenty-
five thousand dollars; if such gross income exceeded two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars but was not in excess of five hundred

S. 1W- Distribution and Redemption of Trading Stamps; Condi-
tions Precedent.
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thousand dollars, fifty thousand dollars; if such gross income ex-
ceeded five hundred thousand dollars but was not in excess of
seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, seventy-five thousand
dollars; and if such gross income exceeded seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, one hundred thousand dollars.

Each trading stamp company shall file annually on or before
January first a new statement of registration and a new bond,
said bond to be effective for the calendar year next following, un-
less the company gives notice of its intention to cease the distribu-
tion and redemption of trading stamps in the commonwealth, as
provided in section fourteen P.

The fee for filing each statement of registration shall be one
hundred dollars, which shall be paid to the state treasurer at the
time of said filing.

On the effective date of each new bond filed with the statement
of registration, all liability on bonds previously filed shall termin-
ate, and in the event of default by the trading stamp company to
redeem such stamps the rightful holders of trading stamps shall
file their proofs of claim with the state treasurer and shall have
their claims satisfied, as provided in section fourteen Q, solely from
the principal sum of the new bond.

No trading stamp company shall cease the distribution and re-
demption of trading stamps in the commonwealth unless it notifies
the state treasurer in writing at least ninety days prior to such
cessation, and gives such written notice at such time to each re-
tailer within the commonwealth which has at any time theretofore
within one year issued trading stamps which the company is ob-
ligated to redeem.

In the event of trading stamp company defaults in the perform-
ance of its obligation to redeem trading stamps, any rightful holder
shall be entitled to file within three months after such defualt a

8. 14Q. Redemption of Stamps; Defaults; Procedure.

S. 140. New Bonds; Liability.

S. UfP- Cessation of Business; Conditions Precedent.
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complaint with the state treasurer. Upon the filing of any such
complaint the state treasurer shall forthwith make a determina-
tion whether there has been a default. If he shall determine that
there has been such a default he shall give notice of such deter-
mination by publishing the same in three consecutive publications
of one or more newspapers published in the city of Boston and hav-
ing general circulation throughout the commonwealth and therein
require that proof of all claims for breach of the obligation upon
the performance of which the bond is conditioned shall be filed
with him, together with the trading stamps upon which the claim is
based, within three months after the date of the first such publica-
tion. The state treasurer promptly after the expiration of such
period shall determine the validity of all claims so filed. Thereupon
the state treasurer shall be paid by the surety such amount as shall
be necessary to satisfy all valid claims so filed, not exceeding, how-
ever, the principal sum of the bond, and the state treasurer shall
make an equitable distribution of the proceeds of the bond to such
claimants and shall destroy the trading stamps so filed with him.

Any trading stamp company which violates any provision of
sections fourteen M to fourteen P, inclusive, shall be punished by
a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or by imprisonment
for not more than one year, or both, and the superior court shall
have jurisdiction in equity on the complaint of any interested per-
son to restrain and enjoin the violation of any said provisions.

S UfR. Penalties; Jurisdiction.
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